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Abstract
Context: Group dynamics play an important role in software projects. All of the existing
software engineering methodologies (like Rational Unified Process, Microsoft Solutions
Framework, Agile, etc.) use the concept of the teamwork and emphasize the necessity to
manage them in order to organize the business processes in the best way. The application of
group dynamic techniques is aimed at improvement of teamwork management to make it
more efficient. The implementation of group dynamic techniques has an impact on teams
working in software engineering and it also faces some challenges for industry such as lack
of resources and preparation. Both need additional investigation which regard to the actual
practiced situation in industry.
Objectives: The given work is devoted to identification of group dynamics techniques and
their impact on teams in the context of industrial software development projects. The
objectives of the research is to identify the existing and in an industrial context, actually used
group dynamics techniques in software engineering as well as their impact and methods of its
evaluation. Since the application of group dynamics techniques is not a trivial task, we also
identify those challenges and corresponding mitigation strategies.
Methods: The basic methods applied during the research conduction are systematic literature
review and survey. Literature review was used in order to collect the data on group dynamics
techniques, their impact and implementation challenges. The survey and additional interviews
with the practitioners from the software development companies were done with the purpose
to find out which of the techniques are applied in practice.
Results: Based on the data from systematic literature review we identified group dynamics
techniques such as equalizing participation, electronic communication, conflict resolution,
summarizing, whole and small group discussions, brainstorming, etc. The discovered impacts
include team performance and cohesiveness, staff satisfaction and communication quality,
software quality, reasonable decision-making and knowledge sharing. The possible
challenges of group dynamics techniques implementation are company’s limited resources,
lack of leadership and preparation, over-dominating of some team members and cultural
diversity. The survey provided us with additional information about the importance of
mentioned group dynamics techniques and their impact on team performance and
cohesiveness, job satisfaction and software quality.
Conclusions: We conclude that group dynamics techniques in software development projects
influence the performance and cohesiveness of the teamwork as well as the quality of the
software solutions and products. The possible challenges can be overcome by promotion of
open communication and trust among team members, and additional psychological
preparation and training of facilitator. The research discovered a slight difference in the

literature review and survey results. In particular we found out that, some group dynamics
techniques are overestimated in literature, while the others are undervalued. Also the survey
results helped to identify the techniques such as small group discussion, conflict resolution
and many more were used by the teams of definite size, which was not possible to discover in
the SLR for example large teams pay much attention to feedback and electronic
communication The obtained results can be used by software engineering practitioners in
order to organize and rearrange their teamwork, which can positively affect team
performance and project success.
Keywords: Group dynamics techniques, software engineering, impact evaluation, mitigation
strategy, systematic literature review, survey.
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1. Introduction
People are the most important resource of any enterprise. The success of any business project
directly depends on the members of the team, involved in the development process [1]. Team
members are the intellectual capital of any organization. Managing these resources requires
some special knowledge and training. The efficient management determines the success of
project’s execution [1].
Project management often deals with groups of people who have to perform some job like for
example, requirements specification, software design, construction and testing. People often
work in teams [2]. Primarily, project management is explained by the complexity and
comprehensive structure of the projects. A complicated project consisting of several tasks
cannot be implemented by a single person and even if it could be realized, it would take too
much time for completion. So the natural solution of this problem is to organize the team of
people, who can perform the necessary volume of work in a shorter time [3]. In this situation
a project manager faces with the problem of managing the group work. This is especially true
for software engineering as white-collar work.
The concept of group has several aspects of definition. A group can be considered as two or
more individuals who are connected by and within social relationships [2]. Such definition
emphasizes the importance of communications between group members and the key role
played by mutual dependencies within the group [4]. Lewin K. called the processes of how
groups and individuals act and react to changing circumstances group dynamics [3]. Group
dynamics considers different aspects of group members’ interaction. This science has a
multidisciplinary nature, it combines the advantages of psychology, anthropology, business
management, sociology, mental health, politology and communication studies [1].
Group process is concerned with the nature of the relationship between two individuals
interacting with one another as defined by Yalom I. [1]. Group interaction does not
necessarily focus on the verbal interaction, but on the individual’s way of communicating the
content and the nature of the interaction. It is obvious now that such interactions and
communications must be managed in a proper way.
Software engineering is defined by the IEEE Computer Society as “the application of a
systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and
maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software” and as the study
of those approaches [5]. Most often all serious software development projects, no matter big
or small, presuppose that their execution must be performed within the project groups.
According to different software lifecycle models the common processes of software
development can be distinguished [6]. They include requirements engineering, software
design, construction, testing and maintenance. All of these basic processes require in general
team members to work together.
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The biggest part of software is developed by the teams of different sizes [7]. Software
projects are often quite complex, so the software development team is often divided into
groups of 5-10 people, who interact closely in order to solve some particular problems and to
create subsystems, which are part of the whole software system [4][9]. Managing of software
projects include some challenges linked to organization of efficient groups that can perform
tasks under the time and available resources constraints [8].
The most widely used group dynamics management techniques are equalizing participation,
pacing, summarizing and call for consensus, passing the clipboard, censoring and expulsion
[9][10]. And group discussion techniques include brainstorming, go-rounds, whole group and
small group discussions, and their various forms like fishbowl, caucusing, and others [7][11].
These techniques are aimed at the team performance improvement and establishing team
cohesiveness.
These group dynamics techniques can be implemented in software development projects [12].
However, nowadays the growth of rate of globally distributed projects in software
engineering is observed [13]. This causes the development of the new category of group
dynamics techniques. These methods presuppose the usage of modern electronic
communication tools based on the Internet facilities [14]. Moreover, since software
engineering processes often require generation of valuable decisions, we can define a
separate class of techniques provided by a special class of software solutions [15].
The studies related to group dynamics techniques pay much attention to the description of the
techniques, but on the analysis of their impact on teams working in software engineering
[1][27][28]. Another point is that authors rarely discuss the influence of team size and
structure on the selection of implemented techniques and their impact [30]. The goal of this
work is to explore existing work on group dynamics from literature and also in practice
especially well as their impacts on teams working in software engineering
Thus, the given thesis is devoted to investigation and research of the group dynamics in
software projects, especially to the impact of application of group dynamics techniques in
software development teams. In order to achieve the goal we conducted structured literature
review and the survey of employees of software companies. The obtained results were
analyzed and can be useful for practitioners.
This work is organized in the following way. Introduction in Section 1 represents the
motivation of the given research. Section 2 represents the Theoretical Background of group
dynamics in software project. The Aims and Objectives of the given research and the
Methodology to be used are described in Section 3. Section 4 gives the Systematic Literature
Review of the research questions. Section 5 deals with the survey and additional interviews,
and their results. Section 6 provides the comparison of the results of systematic literature
review and survey. Conclusion and future work are presented in Section 7.
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2. Theoretical Background
2.1. The Fundamentals of Group Dynamics
Group dynamics refers to the interactions between people who are talking together in a group
setting [9]. Group dynamics can be studied in different settings: in business settings, in
volunteer settings, in classroom settings, and in social settings [9]. Any time there are three or
more individuals interacting or talking together, there are group dynamics.
Another definition of group dynamics is the extent to which the team members in the group
are actively participating in decision making, sharing their ideas about the tasks, motivating
co-employees [16]. Team and group dynamics are important across any industry and the level
of importance given to these dynamics plays a key role in overall success of an organization
[17].
Group dynamics can be referred to group development and movement in time towards its
goals substantiated by the interaction and communication of group members and the external
influences. It considers the set of social and psychological processes and phenomena that take
place during the whole lifecycle of the group. Group dynamics covers all stages of group
development, starting from its creation, functioning, development, stagnancy, regress and
break-up [1]. Based on the mentioned definitions, in the given work we consider group
dynamics as the principles according to which people work together in order to achieve
common goal.
There are different types of groups. They include primary groups (like families), social
groups (larger and more formally organized, and memberships tend to be shorter in duration
and less emotionally involving), collectives (members act in similar and sometimes unusual
ways), and categories (aggregation of individuals who are similar to one another in some
way) [1]. The given work considers groups of employees of software development
companies, who actually represent collectives.
Generally the group lifecycle can be represented by Bruce Tuckman’s classic model [18]. It
includes the stages of forming, storming, norming, performing, and adjourning. Team
members are introduced to each other on the forming stage. During the storming stage team
members are concerned with the impression they are making than with the project itself. It is
the most difficult time when the team has to transit from “as is” state to “to be state”.
Norming stage is characterized by the consensus and trust among members. During the
performing stage the team has settled its relationships and expectations. And finally, the
adjourning stage is associated with sharing the improved processes with others.
Other concepts very close to group dynamics are team and teamwork. There is slight
difference between groups and teams in terms of people resources management. A team is a
wide assortment of human aggregations [1]. Teams are similar to groups and they possess the
basic characteristics of any group: interaction, goals, interdependence, structure, and unity.
But the intensity of each these attributes in teams is different. Table 1 summarizes the
12

difference between groups and teams. Table 1 summarizes the difference between groups and
teams [7]

Comparison
criterion
Goal
Participation

Group

Team

The narrow problem without
knowing the global goals
Performing of responsibilities and
instructions

Clear and understandable goals and
strategies for their achievement
Active
position,
result-based
motivation. Sharing the outcome
irrespective of the personal
performances
Distribution of competencies,
flexible roles rotation, tightly
coupled relationships
Leadership based on competencies
and trust, help and support
Effective procedures of decisionmaking
Accepting the conflicts caused by
the
intelligent
competencies,
effective resolution
Task-oriented and relationshipsustaining. Trust, freedom, display
of initiative
Openness, mutual respect
Flexibility and adaptation, constant
improvement and competencies
growth, support of creative
potentials

Role structure

Strict distribution of roles and
responsibilities, interdependent

Management

Administrative
management,
presence of boss
Decisions taken by the majority or
orders
Ignoring the conflicts

Decision-making
Conflicts
resolution
Interaction

Task-oriented,
avoiding

close,

criticism

Communications
Creativity

Done through the formal leader
Work
according
to
rules,
stereotypes support

Table 1-Groups and Teams
There are different types of teams. We can distinguish management, project, advisory,
service, production and action teams [1]. The aim of management team is decision-making
about everyday operations and production, and set the goals for the organization’s future.
Project team combines the specialists with different knowledge, who work together on the
project and produce intelligent solutions. Advisory teams are represented mostly by review
panels and steering committees. Production teams are responsible for tangible output. And
finally, action teams are highly coordinated groups of people that have a single aim and
generate a definite outcome a[1].
Teamwork is the psychological, behavioral, and mental work that members of the team carry
out as they collaborate with one another on the various tasks and subtasks that they must
complete to reach their desired goal [1]. An ideal team has a number of distinct
characteristics, which are related to three areas: their feedback and communication behaviors,
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their behavior and conduct courtesies, and their ways of approaching tasks and problems [9].
Team development lifecycle is similar to those one of group [9].
Management of group and teamwork in general requires considering the following processes
and issues: leadership, group decision-making and finding the common opinion, formation of
roles and corresponding functions, group cohesiveness, conflicts resolution, individual
behavior in the group, individual and team performance. All these factors explain the
psychological changes in group, communications within, and the outcomes of its work. All
the activities of people management should be based on the principles of consistency, respect,
inclusion, and honesty [7].
Dealing with software development projects it is more likely that we must study teams and
teamwork. But since group and group dynamics became very widespread notions, we include
them in consideration while making the research about special techniques and their impact on
the project execution. The systematic literature review and the survey results would not be
affected by the difference in the terms of group and team. To avoid missing any results we
included both term in the keywords and search string used for review conduction. And the
questions of the survey also have both terms in formulations, so that all respondents could
understand the meaning properly.

2.2. People Management in Software Engineering
Software engineering is a complex multi-disciplinary science that considers software
development by the groups of specialists [5]. As it was mentioned above, all basic processes
of software engineering require the cohesive teamwork. Organization of a team is a complex
task. It is necessary to involve good specialists to the team, who have enough knowledge,
skills and experience to perform some task [19]. Additionally, such specialist must be
sociable and communicative enough to work together, share the results, and make common
decisions [20]. Each team member must think about his own interests and about the goals of
the team.
Modern enterprises that produce the software work usually according to a software
development methodology. This can be either a waterfall based, or Agile methodology.
Waterfall-based methodologies consider “fundamental process activities of specification,
development, validation, and evolution and represents them as separate process and phases
such as requirements specification, software design, implementation, testing” [9]. The
examples of such methodology realization include Rational Unified Process (RUP),
Microsoft Solutions Framework (MSF), which are “huge” and documentation-intensive
methodologies.
RUP is defined as iterative, architecture-oriented, use-cases managed software development
process [21]. Among fundamental RUP principles we can emphasize the idea that it is
necessary to work together as one team [22]. The success of the project in RUP is achieved
by the application of the best practices of software planning, management and development
together with teamwork principles.
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MSF provides the consistent set of concepts, models and rules allowing to develop and
deploy information systems based on Microsoft technologies and tools [23]. The model of the
project team according to MSF is based on the statement of roles equal rights. Each role
cluster, which is a group of specialists of the same role, represents the unique opinion about
the project. The necessity of cooperation between clusters is directly established by MSF
methodology.
As an opposite of waterfall methodology we can consider agile methodologies. For example,
they include extreme programming and SCRUM. The Agile manifest states that it is
necessary for business people and developers to work together daily throughout the project
[9][12]. It pays more attention to trust individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
The role of self-organizing teams is essential in agile methodology. It also declares that the
most efficient and effective method of conveying information with and within a development
team is face-to-face conversation [12]. It is suggested that at regular intervals the team should
reflect on how to become more effective and adjusts its behavior accordingly [9]. The role of
group dynamics in agile methodologies is extremely important. Generally, the interaction
between people within organizations and their cohesive teamwork is expressed by any of the
methodologies considered above.
The structure of software development teams influences much the group dynamics processes.
We can distinguish three main types of roles in software project. They are task-oriented, selforiented and interaction-oriented people [7]. They differ in their motivation of work. Taskoriented people are motivated by the work they do, self-oriented people are motivated by
personal success and recognition, and Interaction-oriented people are motivated by the
presence and actions of co-workers [7]. The proper selection of team members by the
manager requires finding a balance of members of different types in the team. The right
balance can help to build a cohesive and successful team [3].
The software development teams include different kinds of specialists. For instance, project
managers, system analysts, programmers, software architects, testers, group of software
quality assurance, group of verification and validation, configuration management group,
group of software maintenance and integration, technical support group and others. All these
specialists must have specific knowledge in order to fulfill their work. Different factors
influence the choice of the specialist to be taken to the group. Often team managers take into
account domain knowledge, experience, knowledge of specific languages, tools, technologies
and platforms, education, communicativeness, personal traits [18].
There are specific roles within the software project. The team roles may include the
following: ideas generator (a creative person who is able to solve complex problems),
resources investigator (is the best candidate for negotiations), coordinator (states the goals
and manages their achievement), motivator, or shaper (forms the challenge and motivates for
actions), analyst (gives a weighted estimate of ideas), team’s inspirator (makes the team more
cohesive), implementer (is often efficient, well-organized, transforms the ideas into the real
affairs), controller (improves the processes), and specialist (highly professional worker) [24].
15

These roles are common for any software project. Their participation and influence on the
teamwork must be balanced as well. The communication and interaction activities are likely
to be supported by coordinators and motivators, since their psychological types are
predisposed to group dynamics organization.
People who take part in software design, implementation and maintenance are highly
intelligent professionals. Due to the discussed reasons they have to interact and work in
groups or teams in order to have success. So group dynamics in software projects requires a
special focus and adjustments for this particular area. In particular, the techniques of group
management and discussion require the considerations of group size, structure, composition
and software development methodology taken as a basis of software project implementation.

2.3. Factors influencing Group Dynamics in Software Development Projects
The successful completion of any software project depends on various factors. From the point
of view of group dynamics we can name the following factors: people in the group; group
organization; technical and managerial communications [7]. Considering the composition of
a team the main point is the right balance of diverse skills, experience and personal traits.
Group organization assumes that the work must be organized in the most efficient way, so
that each team member could contribute to the overall goals. Good communication between
team members and external stakeholders must support project execution.
Often groups usually fall short of their potential in terms of performance. Group performance
decreases due to such problems as poor resource management, and social loafing, where
individual group members do not pull their weight in the group [24]. The group dynamics in
software projects is influenced by the following five factors [6][7][8][11]:
1. Group size. On practice the size of the group varies from 5 to 12. The optimal number of
members is nearly 10 persons. This number supports the creation of all necessary
communication links.
2. Group structure. The hierarchical structure of groups has some advantages and
disadvantages that must be taken into account while managing the group. For instance,
members of the same level may have fewer interactions between each other in the case of the
strict up and down communication streams.
3. Groups composition. The age, gender, nationality and psychological roles discussed above
must be mixed in a proper manner in order to provide the efficient teamwork.
4. Physical work environment. The workplace organization may encourage the
communications or not. Some employees prefer lonely places while others like open space.
5. Available communication channels. Nowadays face-to-face communication is not the only
possible way to share the ideas and results. Communications via the Internet provide broad
possibilities for organization of virtual and mobile teams, on-line conferences and meetings,
uniting the participants from different parts of the world [10].
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The issues of organization of teamwork and group cohesiveness are extremely important in
the current conditions stated by software development companies. The valuable impact of
communications and interactions in software development teams is described in the detailed
COCOMO II Model [25]. According to the model these factors influence the labor
intensiveness. The organizational characteristics of the teams include the consistent goals, the
psychological compatibility of specialists, and the experience of work in the given team and
other objective and subjective features of the project stakeholders. The personal motivation,
psychological features and trust also play the big role in the project execution [26]. All these
characteristics can be integrated into the qualitative indicator which influences labor
intensiveness. The value of team cohesion coefficient corresponds to definite level of labor
intensiveness according to COCOMO model (Table 2) [28]. Team cohesion coefficient is
used to estimate the integral value of software scale together with precedentedness,
development flexibility, risk resolution, and process maturity [28].

Characteristic
Goals
consistency
Capability to
adopt to other
team members
Experience of
work in the
given team
Degree
of
trust
and
interaction in
the team
Generalized
level
of
teamwork
The value of
team cohesion

Very low
Minimal

Value of labor intensiveness
Low
Nominal
High
Slight
Relative
Large

Very high
Total

Low

Slight

Relative

Large

Total

No

Small

Slight

Large

Very big

No

Low degree

Some degree

Large

Very big

Some small Complicated
interaction
interactions

Teamwork

High degree Constant
of interaction interaction

5,48

3,29

2,19

4,38

1,2

Table 2- Influence of team cohesiveness on labor intensiveness according to COCOMO
II Model
Team cohesiveness is recognized to be the important factor of software project scale, which
influences project costs. Group dynamics techniques have direct impact on team cohesion
which in turn influences project costs. So identification and evaluation of group dynamics
techniques impact is a challenging task considered in this work.

2.4. Related work and research motivation
The given section briefly describes the previous work related to group dynamics techniques
in software engineering.
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The fundamental monograph in the domain of group dynamics is [1]. It is a guide for us in
conducting the given research. Donelson Forsyth [1] considers the problems of groups
studying, their structure, formation, development and the processes of leadership
establishment, decision-making and conflicts resolution in teams. The author distinguishes
two basic characteristics of teams: team cohesion and team performance. We assume that
these features play the major role in the success of software development projects as well.
The authors in [27] investigate group dynamics in so-called “very small entities”. This work
discusses the dynamics of software development teams and its impact on the improvement of
software development process Improvement based on the collected empirical data. The
authors conclude that informal meeting, social relationship, willingness to share, and having a
good interpersonal skills help to improve the quality of the development process.
The research in [28] provides a full description of various group dynamics techniques. This
paper stresses on the importance of managing group dynamics and teamwork. The considered
techniques include equalizing participation, listing, stacking, summarizing, passing the
clipboard, censoring and expulsion, identification, whole and small group discussions,
brainstorming, etc. The conducted experiment shows that the usage of group dynamics
techniques influences positively the success of the software project. Also the author mentions
the problem of virtual team dynamics management.
The authors emphasize major issues that can arise in the course of building highly effective
software development teams in [19]. It is suggested to manage group dynamics by intragroup
and technical methods, as well as by senior leadership. Among the mentioned challenges we
can name inefficient teamwork, personality conflicts, communication breakdowns, poor
leadership, and lack of management support. It is noted that these issues may affect team
performance.
The leadership dynamics in distributed group communication is considered in [29]. Authors
estimate the degree of leadership by measuring centralization of communications in two
software development projects. However, they do not find a consistent relation between
centralization and teamwork effectiveness. So the question of the impact of group dynamics
techniques related to performance assessment remains open.
The impacts of multi-cultural factors on group dynamics of software development projects
are the topic of [30]. The research considers the team members of three different nations who
work on the same project. It is stated that group dynamics of such team influences not only
the overall group efficiency, but also the particular solutions in software design and
configuration management.
The authors of [31] analyze the impact of group dynamics directed on the knowledge sharing
and job satisfaction growth. They consider the data of three software development
companies. They empirically tested a model of information systems development team
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performance by combining socio-technical theory and coordination theory. The obtained
results are not clear enough, since the authors didn’t find out the dependency between
knowledge sharing techniques and team performance.
The problems of group decision-making are described in details in [15]. The authors adopt
Delphi method of decision-making for software engineering projects. They consider the
processes of experts’ selection and making design choice based on Delphi method. It is stated
that the quality of taken decisions increases due to this approach implementation.
One of the authors has studied in Hyper Island as a Learning Designer and Facilitator, the
author need to hand out the reports individually and as a group in every module by
implementing group dynamics techniques during his course and graduated with distinction
grade in the year 2013, during his studies, author implemented group dynamic techniques,
which motivated the author to do research on the group dynamics techniques used which was
by the teams in software engineering. When discussed with other author and the supervisor
we decided to do research on this topic and find out which techniques are implemented, their
impact and the results would help the real team members working in real projects.
By studying the above works, we concluded that the most of the research describe different
group dynamics techniques in software engineering. The impact of these techniques is not
properly investigated. However, we assume that group dynamics techniques influence much
team performance and cohesiveness, staff satisfaction, communication efficiency, and finally
the software quality, which is an integral characteristic of the product that defines its
competitiveness on the market [9][10][11]. Furthermore, we found no clear measures of
impact evaluation of group dynamics techniques implementation in real projects and there is
a lack of industrial evaluation of group dynamics techniques. Although such quantitative
measures could be very useful for project managers and team leaders in order to improve the
group dynamics by introducing some new techniques.
The considered works have a lack of analysis of challenges of group dynamics techniques
implementation in software development projects. Also they add little to understanding of
mitigation strategies of the possible challenges. This information can be useful for
practitioners in order to overcome some issues connected with group dynamics techniques
application. For instance, additional efforts can be directed on elimination of the lack of
preparation and leadership, knowledge sharing difficulties and on the problem of limited
resources and there is lack of data from industry.
So the main contribution of this thesis is the analysis of group dynamics techniques identified
from literature and empirically validated study realized through the questionnaire. The given
research deals with the impact of group dynamics techniques, its evaluation and
implementation challenges, as well as with specific mitigation strategies to solve any possible
problems. The given research represents a consolidated review of group dynamic techniques
in software engineering, which can be useful for industrial practitioners in finding out the
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importance of group dynamics and its challenges and mitigation strategies for establishing
effective group dynamics in software development teams.

3. Research Design and Methodology
3.1. Aims and Objectives
The main aim of the given research is to understand the importance of group dynamics
techniques used in software engineering. The key research objectives for achievement of this
aim include:
1. Find the group dynamics techniques and their impact on teams in Software
Engineering through the literature.
2. Identify the challenges faced by the teams implementing the group/team dynamics
techniques.
3. Investigate which of the existing group dynamics techniques are actually used in
industry.

3.2. Research Questions
In order to achieve the stated aim and objectives the following research questions have to be
investigated:
RQ 1.What are the techniques to support group dynamics in teams in software engineering?
RQ 2.What is the impact of group/team dynamics techniques in software engineering?
RQ 2.1.How group dynamic techniques are evaluated in software engineering?
RQ2.2.What are the challenges in implementing group dynamics techniques in
software engineering and how are these challenges mitigated?
RQ 3.Which of the existing techniques are actually used in industry and do they have an
impact?
The expected outcome of this thesis is to understand the importance of group/team dynamics
techniques in software industry in order to enable industrial practitioners to find out the
importance of group dynamics and their challenges and mitigation strategies for establishing
effective group dynamics.
3.3. Research Methodology
To achieve the aim and answer the research questions the following methodologies would be
used: Systematic Literature Review (SLR), a survey and interviews. The overview of
research methodology is presented on Fig. 1.
3.3.1. Systematic Literature Review
In order to answer RQ1 and RQ2 the literature review must be executed. To provide the
evidence-based software engineering the world community in this domain suggested
considering only the best scientific studies on the specific topic or research question. To
explore and investigate such studies, which may include scientific articles, papers of
conference proceedings, handbooks and books, it was proposed to use the methodology of
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SLR conduction [32]. It allows gathering relevant studies and extracting data from them in a
systematic manner. SLR provides the best method to collect existing knowledge and
guarantees that we would not miss any relevant articles, if we stick to methodology
accurately.
There are different types of literature reviews. The most widespread is systematic mapping
studies. In the situation when very little evidence is likely to exist or when the topic is very
broad, this type of review is more appropriate [22]. It allows making a review in the free form
based on the articles found in an arbitrary way.

Figure 1- Research Methodology Application
The SLR is more formalized type of review. It is a methodologically rigorous review of
research results [33]. It defines the distinct stages and procedures to be executed in order to
obtain the reliable results. SLR is intended to support the development of evidence-based
guidelines for practitioners [33].
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Another type of literature review is tertiary review. It can be defined as a systematic review
of systematic reviews [32]. It gives the information about existing SLRs in the specified
domain.
Our research questions require execution of SLR, which provides a structured and
substantiated procedure for primary studies selection and analysis. We cannot use a
traditional literature review, because it is more applicable for the broad and unclear topics,
while we have a definite questions about group dynamics techniques, their impact and
implementation challenges. SLR conduction allows minimizing the selection bias of primary
studies. Therefore the conclusions made on the basis of SLR are more reliable and reinforced
by the SLR protocol. During this process we would search, collect and summarize the
evidence regarding impact of group/team dynamics on teams in software engineering.

3.3.2. Survey and Interviews
Based upon the information gathered with the help of SLR a survey and additional interviews
should be conducted to identify the impact of the techniques that are used in the industry.
Once the group dynamics techniques and their impact on teams are investigated through SLR,
a survey plus interviews can be conducted in order to validate to what extent these group
dynamics techniques are actually implemented in industry and also to investigate if they have
an impact on improving the overall performance of the project
Survey was chosen as a research method, because it provides the appropriate way to collect
responses from software engineering practitioners from all over the world as one of our goals
is to get to know the actual situation regarding team building in industry. Also survey gives
the results that are proved to be reliable by statistical analysis. Finally, processing of results
can be automated, which makes this method quick, low-cost and reliable. Additional
interviews were made in order to overcome the errors during the survey. There is a possibility
of some incorrect or incredible answers due to respondents psychological distress and
disinterest to answer the survey questionnaire , due to the heavy work load at work . By doing
the additional interviews we could overcome these issues and also when participants had
some questions concerning the topic of the survey or chose this kind of participation by
themselves. Interview via videoconferencing was the only possible way to provide them with
possibility to participate in the survey.

Survey and interviews are to be used to explore RQ3, i.e. the extent to which the industrial
practitioners are realizing the importance of group/team dynamics on teams in software
engineering. By conducting survey with industry, we can investigate how existing group
dynamics are actually implemented and evaluated in software engineering industry and what
impact they have on software project development.

4. Systematic Literature Review4.1. Structure of SLR
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Systematic review is a secondary study though the individual studies called primary studies
contributing to a systematic review [33].
The SLR includes several stages that must be implemented (Fig. 2). Firstly, it is necessary to
plan all activities. Conduction of review combines the stages of generation of the search
string, documents retrieval, and definition of the selection criteria, collection of primary
studies, their quality assessment, data extraction and synthesis.

4.2. Planning the Review
4.2.1. Review Goal and Research Question
The goal of this systematic literature review is to search, explore and analyze the scientific
publications devoted to the problems of existing techniques to support group dynamics in
teams in software engineering and their impact on teams working in software engineering.

Figure 2- SLR conduction
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The given SLR is intended to investigation of RQ1 and RQ2.
RQ1. What are the techniques to support group dynamics in teams in software engineering?
While investigating RQ1 “What are the techniques to support group dynamics in teams in
software engineering?”, it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of teams working
in software development companies. Software engineering processes are influenced by team
size, structure and composition as well as communication channels used by teams.
With respect to RQ2 “What is the impact of group/team dynamics techniques in software
engineering?”, the impact of implemented techniques has to be analyzed. Evaluation of
outcomes of techniques implementation is the objective of RQ2a “How group dynamic
techniques are evaluated in software engineering?” The discovered techniques have their own
efficiency measures, for example, timeliness, defect density, degree of agreement measures.
These measures are related to the team performance, project costs, risk estimation of taking
the particular decision.
To address RQ2b “What are the challenges in implementing group dynamics techniques in
software engineering and how are these challenges mitigated?”, the challenges of group
dynamics techniques implementation have to be considered. The open questions and relevant
issues have to be specified and analyzed in the given work.
4.2.2. Review Protocol Development
4.2.2.1 The Search Strategy
The search strategy of the given SLR is based on the following key points: keywords
selection, search string formulation, resources determination.
The selected keywords are classified into three PICOC criteria: Population, Intervention and
Outcome [33]. The keywords are represented in Table 3.
Keyword category
A: Software engineering
domain (Population)

B: Techniques (Intervention)

C: Impact evaluation

Alternative keywords
A1: “software engineering”
A2: “SE”
A3: “software engineering process”
A4: “SE process”
A5: “Software development”
A6: “global software development”
A7: “Agile software development”
A8: “distributed software development”
B1: “group dynamics”
B2: “team dynamics”
B3: “team building”
B4: “team working”
B5: “group coordination”
B6: “members correlation”
C1: “techniques”
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(Outcome)

C2: “methods”
C3: “facilitator tool”
C4 “methodology”
C5: “decision-making”
C6: “decision making”
C7: “impact evaluation”
C8: “implementation challenges”
C9: “challenges”
C10: “team performance”
C11: “group performance”
C12: “software project risk analysis”
C13: “risk analysis”
C14: “mitigation”
C15: “mitigation strategy”
Table 3- Search keywords

Search string, which would be used in various databases, is formulated in the following way:
(A AND B AND C) = (A1 OR A2 OR A3 OR A4 OR A5 OR A6 OR A7 OR A8) AND (B1 OR
B2 OR B3 OR B4 OR B5 OR B6) AND (C1 OR C2 OR C3 OR C4 OR C5 OR C6 OR C7 OR
C8 OR C9 OR C10 OR C11 OR C12 OR C13 OR C14 OR C15)
The resources for search of papers, articles, journals, conference papers would be identified
from the most popular databases that are scientifically and technically peer reviewed. They
include:
 IEEE Xplore;
 Science Direct;
 Scopus;
 Inspec;
 Compendex;
 ISI Web of Science.
The search query for advanced search in different scientific databases is presented in Table 4.
Database name
IEEE Xplore,
Scopus

Search string
("software engineering" OR "SE" OR "software engineering process"
OR "SE process" OR "software development" OR "global software
development" OR "Agile software development" OR "distributed
software development") AND ("group dynamics" OR "team
dynamics" OR "team building" OR "team working" OR "group
coordination" OR "members correlation") AND ("techniques" OR
"facilitator tool" OR "methods" OR "methodology" OR "decisionmaking" OR "decision making" OR "impact evaluation" OR
"implementation challenges" OR "challenges" OR "team
performance" OR "group performance" OR "software project risk
analysis" OR "risk analysis" OR "mitigation" OR "mitigation
strategy")
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Inspec,
(software engineering OR SE OR software engineering process OR
Compendex,
SE process OR software development OR global software
Science Direct, ISI development OR Agile software development OR distributed
WOS
software development) AND (group dynamics OR team dynamics
OR team building OR team working OR group coordination,
members correlation) AND (techniques OR facilitator tool OR
methods OR methodology OR decision-making OR decision making
OR impact evaluation OR implementation challenges OR challenges
OR team performance OR group performance OR software project
risk analysis OR risk analysis OR mitigation OR mitigation strategy)
Table 4- Search string for databases

4.2.2.2. Primary Studies Selection Criteria
The given work considers the following basic and detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria.
A. Basic inclusion criteria.
We investigate the studies in English which were published in journals and conference
proceedings between 2000 and March 2014. The studies must not be duplicates of the same
work.
We motivate this criterion by the fact, that although group dynamics issues have been studied
since 1900s, the application of group dynamics techniques in software engineering industry
became a relevant problem only starting from 2000s [4]. Since that time software engineering
has become a distinct branch of science and required new techniques and tools for software
development process improvement and analysis.
B. Detailed inclusion criteria.
These criteria deal with the answers to RQ1 and RQ2.
1. Articles that describe group dynamics techniques and their application in software
engineering practice.
2. Articles that discuss the problem of group dynamics techniques impact on software
engineering process.
3. Articles that suggest the approaches to evaluate group dynamics techniques impact in
software engineering.
4. Articles that consider the challenges and open issues of group dynamics techniques
implementation in software engineering process.
5. Articles that contain information about the ways how challenges of group dynamics
techniques implementation can be mitigated in software Development Company.
In order to discover the articles that meet the mentioned criteria, the researchers firstly have
to analyze their title and abstract, introduction and conclusions secondly, and finally – the full
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text. Then the snowball technique would be applied which would give the final set of primary
studies. Each stage is performed by both researchers. On each stage the results are compared.
If there are any disagreements, the researches provide their reasoning and come to a common
understanding.
C. Exclusion criteria
The articles that don’t satisfy the mentioned above requirements and are not the formal
research of group dynamics techniques would not be considered as primary studies in this
work. Also we include the papers that were not peer reviewed.

4.2.2.3. Data Extraction Strategy
In order to answer research questions we need to extract some relevant information from the
primary studies. While analyzing the collected articles, the focus would be made on the data
presented in Table 5.
Data
General information
Title
Author
Publication year
Journal/conference name
Primary study’s characteristics
Type of study (yes/no)

Targeted value

Empirical
Theoretical
Empirical and theoretical
Applied
research
method Case study
(yes/no)
Survey
Questionnaire
Interview
Ground theory
Other
Group dynamics background
Described
techniques
for Listing
managing
group
dynamics Equalizing participation
(yes/no,
several
options Stacking
possible)
Silence
Taking a break
Summarizing
Reformulating the proposal
Stepping out of role
Passing the clipboard
Censoring and expulsion
One team mindset
Electronic communication
Other
Described techniques of group Brainstorming

Purpose
Overview,
primary
analysis

Answering
RQ1
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discussion (yes/no,
options possible)

several Listening
and
repeating
listening)
Identification
Whole group discussion
Small group discussions
Go-rounds
Fishbowl
Caucusing
Informal meeting

(active

Other
Software
development RUP
methodology (yes/no)
MSF
Agile
Globally distributed
Other
Impact, evaluation and challenges of group dynamics techniques

Answering
RQ2
Impact (yes/no, several options Help to formulate and achieve a clear Answering
possible)
goal
RQ2a
Help to establish a proper structure of
the team with the required skills and
personal traits
Help to establish a cohesive teamwork
Influence individuals attitudes to the
teamwork
Support reasonable decision-making
Support learning and knowledge sharing
Other
Evaluation
Team performance
Time
Tasks
Satisfaction
Other
Challenges and their mitigation Over-dominating
of
some
team Answering
members
RQ2b
Arguing too much
Complaining about other team members
Withdrawing of members from the
group
Focus on particular doctrine only
Lack of preparation
Weak leadership by the facilitator
Having joy riders in a team
Data analysis
Group dynamics techniques
Technique is properly described
Answering
Advantages and disadvantages of RQ1
technique are specified
Impact of group dynamics The impact is properly specified
Answering
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techniques
The impact is evaluated
Challenges of group dynamics The challenge is properly specified
techniques implementation
The mitigation strategy is suggested

RQ2a
Answering
RQ2b

Table 5- Data extraction form

So the defined data characteristics must be explored for every included article. This
information would be further used for data synthesis as well as the quality criteria.

4.2.2.4. Quality assessment criteria
Together with data extraction procedure, the analysis of primary studies must be
accompanied with their quality assessment. The quality criteria of primary studies must refer
to the extent bias minimization and the internal and external validity maximization [24]. The
list of quality criteria and the scale of their measurement is presented in Table 6.
ID

Criterion

1
2

Is the methodology clearly specified?
Is the methodology appropriate for the given type of
research?
Are the research results properly specified?
Are the validity threats mentioned for the given research?

Yes

3
4

Answer
Partially No

Table 6- Quality assessment criteria for primary studies
4.3. Conducting the Review
The automated search in databases gave the following results (fig. 3). Firstly, the specified
search string was used for advanced search in mentioned scientific databases. The initial
result gave us 10354 articles. After applying basic inclusion criteria we got 5875 articles.
These articles were studied by both researchers. On the first step the researchers reviewed
titles and abstracts subject to detailed inclusion criteria. This step gave us 289 articles. On the
second step introduction and conclusion were analyzed, which gave 68 articles. And finally,
the full text of the articles was analyzed. After this step we got 40 articles. All three steps
were done by both researchers. After each step the results were compared. The common
articles were included at once. There were some articles chosen only by one researcher and
rejected by another. They were discussed additionally. If the consensus had been achieved,
the articles were included to in the consideration. Application of detailed inclusion criteria
gave 40 articles that were complemented by 2 more articles after snowball technique. So we
have got 42 articles included to the final set of primary studies.
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IEEE
Xplore
2871

Science Direct
963

Scopus
1738

Inspec
1135

ISI WOS
1962

Compendex
1685

Initial number of studies
10354

After application of basic
inclusion criteria and
Duplicates elimination
5875
After title and abstract review
289

After introduction and
conclusion review
68

After full text review
40
After snowball technique application
– the final set of primary studies
42
Figure 3- Primary studies selection process
The general information about selected primary studies is given in Appendix A. Publication’s
name, author, year, venue, type of study and research methods are mentioned there. Group
dynamics techniques are presented in Appendix B. Their impact and challenges of
implementation in software development projects are described in Appendix C. The data
necessary for the primary analysis is given in Appendix D. Appendix E represents the values
of quality assessment criteria for all primary studies.
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4.4. SLR Results
The collected primary studies have been analyzed carefully with respect to RQ1 and RQ2.
We would examine existing group dynamics techniques and their impact evaluation, as well
as the challenges of their implementation in the real software development projects.
We first start with an overview of our findings based on descriptions of the results and
quantitative summaries then we would address for of our research questions with an analysis
and narrative synthesis of the studies.
All of the considered primary studies describe the experience of group dynamics techniques
implementation. Most of the authors use such research methods as case study [P3-P6, P9,
P12-P14, P19], experiments [P6, P8, P11, P27, P28], and questionnaires and interviews [P10,
P15, P21, P22, P24, P38]. To be give more valuable results some authors provide advantages
and disadvantages of the discussed techniques [P1, P2, P4, P10-P12, P18, P21, P38-P41]. A
half of authors describe group dynamics techniques in globally distributed teams [P4, P6, P7,
P10, P15, P16, P26, P33, P38]. Some of them directly define Agile methodology applied in
the companies under consideration [P2, P23, P24].
As the result of SLR we could identify and describe group dynamics techniques, their
impacts and implementation challenges
We discovered 19 group dynamics techniques which were classified into techniques for
managing group dynamics and techniques of group discussion support. 7 impacts of group
dynamics implementation were identified during SLR, for example, team performance and
cohesiveness, software quality, etc. We found out 6 types of challenges that a team facilitator
can face and discussed their mitigation strategy. Among them we can name lack of
preparation and leadership, lack of available resources, etc.

4.4.1. Overview of group dynamics techniques
Group dynamics techniques that are described in primary studies can be divided into two
large classes. They are techniques for managing group dynamics and techniques that support
group discussion. Let’s consider techniques of the first class.
In order to make the teamwork more cohesive companies managers do all their best to make
the members think and act as a single team. For this purpose many companies make a
practice of a so-called “one team” mindset [P2, P5, P12]. Such mindset presupposes that “the
project team members and the customer understand that they all belong to one team despite
working from different locations” [P2]. This technique has an impact on group performance
and cohesiveness [P5, P12, P13, P22]. This can be evaluated with the help of trust and
efficiency measures [P12, P22]. The challenges of this technique implementation are caused
by the level of facilitator who must create the atmosphere of trust in a team [P22].
Another technique that provides all team members with the possibility to express their
opinions is equalizing participation [P7-P9, P14, P18, P19, P21-P23, P26, P28, P29, P39].
This technique is “responsible for the fair distribution of attention during meetings” [7].
Every team member must talk about his point of view without regard to gender, nation, age or
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experience. Equal participation influences team performance and cohesiveness, knowledge
sharing and employees’ satisfaction with their work [P7, P18, P21, P22]. The challenge for
this technique is the lack of facilitator’s preparation. In order to support the equal
participation of all team members in the work a facilitator must be enough prepared and have
social communication skills [P7, P8, P18, P29].
Conflict resolution is a useful technique that has to be practiced in diverse teams [P9, P11,
P20, P39, P42]. A conflict is defined as “perceived incompatibilities or discrepant views
among the parties involved in a project or team” [P9]. Managing the conflict requires
facilitator’s psychological preparation and leadership traits. Conflicts resolution technique
influences the teamwork performance and quality, and group agreement [P11, P39, P40]. One
of interesting mitigation strategies for finding the consensus is to treat a conflict as s “source
of creativity” [P9].
Summarizing is a technique that helps to obtain an overview of the employees’ opinions
concerning the discussed problem [P14, P20, P29, P31, P35, P39]. It focuses facilitator on the
general view of the problem and helps everyone to seize the problem. This technique impacts
the project efficiency, reasonable decision-making and group cohesiveness [P14, P29, P39].
The possible challenge for its implementation is weak leadership of facilitator, which can be
overcome by his additional preparation [P31, P39].
Passing the clipboard is a technique that implies the written participation of team members in
the work [P14, P29, P30]. It is assumed that everyone makes the post-it notes that are placed
on the stand [P14]. All employees can get the overall tangible picture of all opinions about
the discussed problems. Such technique makes a team more cohesive and efficient, also it
support decision-making process [P14, P29, P30]. In the case of some members overdominating it can be hard to implement this technique. But the negative impact can be
eliminated if the notes are anonymous and a facilitator is well-prepared [P14].
Often teams require the centralized control in order to give good results in time. Many
companies make practice of centralization technique with a strong leadership [P16, P20, P25,
P36, P41]. It is stated that “higher levels of centralization, reflecting leadership, are
associated with more effective projects” [P16]. One of the possible implementation of this
technique is leadership sharing among several team members [P41]. This influences team
cohesiveness and performance [P16, P20]. Also it helps to establish clear goals and tasks to
be executed [P25]. Among challenges we can mention over-dominating of some members
while others can be withdrawn [P16]. To overcome this situation a facilitator must explain
open communication standards for the group, so that no one would be out of the teamwork
[P20].
In order to provide the team with the information about the progress of their work a
monitoring technique can be used [P3, P15, P33]. Monitoring “provides feedback to the team
on its goal accomplishment status so that members can determine their progress and their
likelihood of success within a given period of time” [P3]. A team needs to now the level of
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their achievements and a facilitator must provide it with such data. Representation of
monitoring results impacts directly the teamwork performance and employees’ attitude to the
work [P3, P15, P33]. The challenge of monitoring implementation is in the collection of the
appropriated data that must be given to the team members. This can be resolved by additional
preparation of the facilitator [P33].
Another technique used in large software development projects is bunkering [P20]. It is
defined as “as a boundary-setting process for how individuals and groups protected
themselves from complexity and uncertainty by limiting their scope of concern” [P20]. It
helps to decrease the project complexity in employees’ imagination. However no methods for
evaluation of its impact were discovered. The challenge of bunkering technique usage is that
there is always a probability to put something important out of the focus [P20]. So there must
be a strong leader who has the general overview of the whole problem.
Together with progress monitoring Robillard and Lavallée suggest the following techniques:
backward evaluation, forward visioning and planning and prioritization that correspond to
specific episodes of software processes [P3]. Backward evaluation takes as inputs “implicit or
explicit artifacts that need to be evaluated” [P3]. Forward visioning “is not concerned with
how work would be performed, but with what may happen in the future” [P3]. So it is aimed
at risk analysis and management. Planning and prioritization activities “organize the taskwork
and teamwork episodes required to realize the taskwork elements” [P3]. All these methods
support clear goals formulation and effective decision-making. However, authors don’t give
quantitative measures of their approach implementation. The challenges that can be met
include weak leadership that can be overcome by special training [P3].
Nominal group technique is “used to reduce the effects of negative group dynamics on taskoriented objectives” [P30]. According to this method team members don’t interact too much,
although they work in the presence of others. The participants generate ideas on their own,
then a facilitator collects the ideas and team members rate them. After this the best
alternatives are selected by voting. It is declared that nominal technique increases team and
decision-making performance [P30]. A facilitator must have perfect communication skills to
avoid arguing and to organize ranking and voting procedures [P30].
To provide reasonable decision-making in the team big companies often use special group
decision support software [P37, P40]. Such systems provide automation of the following
stages of decision-making: goal formulation, forming the set of possible alternatives, their
evaluation, and selection of the best alternative. The data can be processed based on Delphi
method [P37]. According to it firstly the participants rank the alternatives individually and
then they share the results and opinions. After this the experts re-rank the alternatives. This
procedure is repeated until the consensus is found. The group dynamics technique based on
decision support software clarifies the goals formulation process and influences the quality of
taken decisions [P40]. To evaluate the impact the group agreement measure is suggested
[P40]. The main challenge of this technique is to choose the right experts, since the result
depends on their level of subjectivism and professionalism [P37, P40]. Another problem is to
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determine the number of experts in group [P37]. While managing these difficulties, it is
necessary to take into account various estimates of decision consistency and reliability, which
helps to define the appropriate group structure [P30].
The described above techniques are suitable for the software development projects where the
team members are co-located. However, nowadays more and more projects are realized on
the basis of globally distributed software teams [P4-P7, P10, P12, P33, P35]. This trend is
supported by agile software development methodology [P2, P21, P23, P24]. On this
background the notion of virtual team becomes very popular [P6, P28, P38, P40, P42]. In
virtual team “all members collaborate independently of the collaborators’ location” [P6]. It is
obvious that distributed and virtual teams require new group dynamics techniques to manage
their work.
Distributed teams always use technology-mediated communication. Online and electronic
communication tools are “vital to the company that has a staff member working in different
locations” [P1]. It allows “staff to share and document all work related information or
knowledge in informal way” [P1]. Team leaders and project managers must control different
types of electronic communication. This includes asynchronous communications via email
[P1, P7, P10, P24, P26, P27, P35, P36, P38, P40, P42], blogs [P1], the Internet [P1, P35],
forums [P7], file sharing [P7], and synchronous communication via phone [P1, P21, P24,
P35, P36, P38], Skype [P1], chat [P7, P10, P35, P40, P42], instant messaging [P10, P27,
P42], teleconferences [P10, P21, P35, P38], application sharing [P35].
As a rule, these tools often have record keeping facilities, so the process of communication
can be analyzed. The effect of these methods of managing group dynamics in globally
distributed teams is recognized by all authors. They influence team performance and
cohesions, job satisfaction, learning and knowledge sharing and decision-making process [P7,
P26, P27, P40]. The issues of positive and negative politeness in on-line communication are
considered in [P26]. A special attention is paid to the count of instant messages and their
impact on emotional expression [P26, P27]. The challenges connected with electronic
communication include the hardware issues and communication barriers. The limited
resources as an issue are considered in [P1, P24]. The lack of trust during on-line
communication is emphasized: “Unlike video communication, the written communication
and voice communication limits team interaction” [P21, P42]. The mitigation strategies
include development of hardware infrastructure and searching for special psychological
approaches of communication organization [P1, P10, P27, P35, P36].
So the class of techniques for managing group dynamics includes the methods of conflict
resolution, one team mindset, equalizing participation, computer supported decision-making
and electronic communication. Most of them depend on the leadership qualities of facilitator
and available resources.
The class of techniques of group discussion includes the methods of identification, informal
meeting, whole group and small group discussions, and brainstorming. Their goal is to
support the communication during the decision-making process, so that the opinions of the
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majority of team members could be heard, analyzed and taken in the consideration. These
techniques would be considered in more details below.
Informal meeting technique presupposes the open communication. The informal mode “can
be identified in the ways meeting are conducted, which are more informal, ‘stand up’,
periodic and individual” [P1]. Friendly atmosphere during informal meetings encourages the
free expression of different opinions and ideas. The most creative solutions to difficult
problems can be found in such conditions [P28, P32, P35]. This technique is especially useful
in multicultural communication, since people from different countries can be involved in the
development process in globally distributed projects [P17, P21, P27]. Trust aspect is essential
in virtual teamwork [P36]. Informal communication has an impact on learning and
knowledge sharing in the team [P1, P27]. It also affects group efficiency and efforts needed
to be done for taking particular solutions in software architecture and configuration
management, which is measured through power distance, uncertainty avoidance and
individualism factors [P17]. Informal meetings have a positive effect on team performance
and cohesiveness [P1, P27]. The success of this method depends on the members’ willingness
to share [P1]. The risks in implementation of this technique include withdrawing of some
members from the group, so a facilitator must be attentive to all team members [P17, P36].
This technique should be combined together with equalizing participation methods.
Such group dynamics technique as identification is wide-spread in software development
companies. For the identification it is necessary “to address each other by name” [7]. This
means that every team member must have, for example, an identity tag with his name and
position. This helps to build trustworthy and open relationship in the team [P5, P8, P12, P13,
P17-P19, P25]. Such method impacts the team cohesiveness and productivity [P17, P19]. It’s
quite simple and brings good results. And it doesn’t have any serious difficulties in its
realization.
Whole group discussion is an extremely efficient and popular technique in software
engineering projects [P6, P7, P11, P12, P21, P25, P28, P29, P31, P35]. Different
collaboration patterns within the whole group discussion are considered in [P6]. This
technique provides facilitator with the understanding of the ideas of all team members. As a
result a compromise or a consensus can be achieved quickly [P11, P29]. The importance of
strong leadership is stressed in the whole group discussions [P25]. Application of this
approach allows to increase team performance, cohesiveness and collaboration density [P6,
P7, P12, P21, P25]. It improves the solutions quality staff utilization and timeliness
characteristic [P11]. It also influences team structure and role distribution as well as
reasonable decision-making process [P28, P29, P31]. Some special efforts required from the
facilitator are stimulating the participation of team members and not allowing one person to
dominate in the discussion [P21, P25]. The mitigation strategy should be based on equal
participation techniques and strong leadership during the discussion [P21, P29].
Small group discussions are more preferable in many cases [P1, P6, P11, P15, P17, P19, P27P29, P32-P35]. In small groups “in a relatively short amount of time all participants have the
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opportunity to share their own point of view” [7]. The dyads or triads of team members can
be quite effective in problems solving, if the solution is necessary immediately. The
advantage of this technique is that in such circumstances the probability of conflicts is close
to zero [P11]. This approach influences knowledge sharing, performance and time measures
[P11, P17, P34]. The main challenge in this case is coordination among several small groups
and the possibility of over arguing [P1, P15, P28]. To eliminate these risks a proper
management is required [P28].
In order to take grounded decisions the brainstorming technique can be very useful. All ideas
from each and every member of the group are welcomed during the brainstorming, so
“everyone is encouraged to call out ideas to be written by the scribe for all to see” [7].
Software engineering requires architectural and construction solutions that must be supported
at least by the majority of group members. For this purpose brainstorming is irreplaceable
[P11, P15, P22, P23, P30-P34, P37-P40]. Such intensive discussion gives original ideas and
unexpected solutions. This can increase team performance, cohesiveness and individual
attitude to the job [P11, P15, P23, P32]. The challenge in brainstorming implementation is in
exclusion of a single person dominating in the discussion and withdrawn of others [P32,
P23]. This can be managed by a skilled facilitator who must guarantee the equal right to
speak to all team members [P23, P32].
So the techniques of group discussion support the efficient work of team members. They give
the creative solutions to the project and are more effective than individual work.
The considered techniques are summarized in Table 7.
Class
Group
dynamics Description
technique
Techniques
“One team” mindset
Understanding of members the belonging to
for managing
one team with common goals
group
Equalizing participation
Providing an equal right to every team
dynamics
member to express the ideas
Conflict resolution
Providing a mechanism to manage the
conflicts between team members
Summarizing
Repeating briefly all the expressed ideas and
making the conclusions about them
Passing the clipboard
Making notes on a paper about the problem by
all team members
Centralized control
Strong control over the teamwork and
communications subject to the agenda
Monitoring
Collecting the information on teamwork
progress and its discussion
Bunkering
Limiting their scope of concern of team
members by their own work
Backward evaluation
Assessment of the baselines and available
resources
Forward visioning
Evaluation of possible risks of the teamwork
Planning and prioritizing Organization of the teamwork episodes
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according to the plan
Nominal group technique Generation of ideas by team members, their
collection by facilitator and rating procedure
Usage of group decision Usage of special software system that provides
support software
the procedure of selection of the optimal
alternative among the discussed
Electronic
Meetings
and
communication
via
communication
teleconferences,
chats,
emails,
instant
messaging
Techniques of Informal meeting
Communication among team members in a
group
non-official and friendly atmosphere
discussion
Identification
Addressing each team member by name
support
Whole group discussion
A discussion where all team members are
involved
Small group discussion
A discussion in which the whole group is
divided into smaller entities
Brainstorming
An intensive discussion of the problem when
all members are allowed to express their ideas
Table 7 Considered Group Dynamics Techniques

4.4.2. Overview of impacts of group dynamics techniques and their evaluation
Analysis of the impact of different group dynamics techniques shows that authors
predominantly consider the following factors as team performance, group cohesiveness, staff
satisfaction with their job, software quality, communication quality, reasonable decisionmaking, and knowledge sharing. Various measures are suggested in order to evaluate these
factors.
№
1

Impact
Team performance

2

Group cohesiveness

3

Staff satisfaction

4

Software quality

5

Communication
quality
Reasonable
decision-making
Knowledge sharing

6
7

Description
Characterizes the results of teamwork in terms of time,
productivity and efficiency that establishes the relation between
productivity and time
Group’s feature allowing it to work as a single unit in order to
achieve common goals
The level of employees’ satisfaction with the job they are
making
The integral software characteristic that on the one hand
determines its degree of meeting the requirements and
specifications and on the other hand reflects the user satisfaction
Characterizes the degree of agreement between team members
The degree of formalization of decision-making process that
supports the consistency of team members opinions
The level of willingness to share ideas, knowledge and
experience between team members
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Table 8 Summary of impacts of group dynamics techniques
Team performance is analyzed from different points of view [P4, P7, P15, P22, P25, P28,
P33]. It can be expressed through productivity and measured as ratio of code size to total
perfect effort and through project profit [P4]. Performance can be “defined as an average of
the grades on the project” [P7]. The statistical measures of performance are given in [P25,
P28]. Performance can be assessed by the employees themselves via the survey [P32, P15].
The timeliness as one of the constituent of group performance is evaluated in [P11, P34].
Group cohesiveness is what makes a group act like a single entity. Most of the described
techniques are targeted on this factor [P2, P9, P12, P14, P18, P20, P21, P23, P28, P31, P39].
Cohesiveness is measured as collaborative density and communication centrality [P6, P12,
P16]. Cohesion is defined as ‘‘a group property with individual manifestations of feelings of
belongingness or attraction to the group” [P23]. It is measured with the help of corresponding
statistical coefficient [P23, P28]. The interview method for cohesiveness measurement is
used in [P39].
Staff satisfaction is an important factor affected by mentioned group dynamics techniques. It
determines the overall project success. It is stated that “satisfaction indicates how much a
team member is in conformity and agreement with his or her team mates regarding the work
method, generated atmosphere, objective attainment” [P23]. It is always measured based on
employees’ answers in specific questionnaires [P15, P19, P22, P23, P28, P40]. The role of
individual attitude to the job is evaluated in [P15, P28]. The average group satisfaction based
on statistical analysis is considered in [P22, P23, P40].
The goal of any software development company is to deliver the software of the highest
quality. So all group dynamics techniques that manage the work of team members have their
final goal in the software quality [P4, P11, P23, P25, P30, P40]. The software quality is
referred as “a set of aspects considered relevant for establishing the level of quality and
excellence of the software product developed by its producers and receivers” [P23, P30, P40].
It can be measured as a perceived quality by developers [P23]. Quality as a psychometric
latent variable is measured based on statistical analysis [P23]. Or it can be expressed as an
objective quantitative measure of the software characteristics, for instance, “in terms of defect
density” [P4, P11].
Communication quality is directly affected by group dynamics techniques [P13, P23, P36,
P39]. It can be expressed through the degree of agreement between team members and
evaluated based on statistical analysis [P23, P40]. Also it can be measured as a
psychometrical factor [P13]. It is suggested to evaluate the quality of interactions as
communication efficiency [P36].
Reasonable decision-making is influenced much by the described group dynamics techniques
[P2, P3, P7-P9, P14, P24, P29-P32, P37-P40]. The techniques help to take decision taking
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into account the ideas of all team members. Some techniques provide the proof of the
decision correctness [P37, P40]. However the considered primary studies don’t provide the
methods for evaluation of such impact.
Learning and knowledge sharing are affected by group dynamics techniques as well [P1, P2,
P5, P9, P12, P18, P19, P22, P27, P29, P33, P34]. Some of them are directed on more
intensive communication which requires knowledge and experience sharing [P9, P18, P27].
Others can’t be implemented without learning and knowledge sharing [P5, P12, P34].
Anyway, the authors don’t provide efficient measures of this kind of impact in the considered
primary studies.
So evaluation of the impact of group dynamics techniques is oriented either on the objective
influence or on the subjective measures. Depending on this we can distinguish direct or
indirect methods of evaluation. In both cases the statistical methods of data processing are
more preferable, since they allow proving the reliability and validity of the obtained results.

4.4.3. Overview of challenges of group dynamics techniques and their mitigation strategies
The challenges that are met during implementation of different group dynamics techniques
vary from objective material factors to the lack of psychological preparation. Usually the
nature of a challenge determines the corresponding mitigation strategy. The analysis of the
primary studies allows us to say that the biggest challenge is lack of preparation. To master
all discussed techniques a facilitator should have special preparation. This can be achieved by
visiting psychological courses, reading books on group dynamics and human resources
management. This challenge is interconnected with learning and knowledge sharing
challenge. Learning as a continuous process has to be supported by team leads and company
management. The second biggest challenge is limited resources. The smaller the company is,
the less possibilities it has to allocate enough resources for group techniques implementation.
However, small companies do not have to support the work of large teams, so they do not
need many resources.
The problem of limited resources is considered in [P1, P2, P38]. Such challenges are specific
for globally distributed teams, where the communication channels play an essential role in
group member’s interaction. The issues caused by the technology-mediated communication
and usage of the Internet communication channels are discussed in [P2, P10]. Media
synchronicity problems are described in [P10]. Techniques that support analysis of electronic
messages require special software [P26, P27]. Multi-media technological support is also
required in teamwork of software projects [P36]. Time delays are emphasized to be a serious
problem in asynchronous communication during the teamwork [P34]. The mitigation of these
challenges should be based on the development of company’s resources, hardware and
special software, which requires additional costs, but which would bring big benefits [P1, P2,
P38].
Lack of preparation is another challenge for group dynamics techniques implementation [P3,
P21, P25, P29, P30, P35, P41]. Often introduction of different techniques requires special
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preparation or previous training. So the mitigation strategy that is recommended my many
authors is oriented on intensive facilitator learning and training [P21, P25, P35].
Lack of leadership is a common challenge that a team can face with [P8, P13, P29, P35, P41].
Some techniques require a presence of a strong leader in teamwork, so that he could manage
the discussion, follow the agenda and resolve the conflicts [P9, P13]. The coordination issues
are also familiar for software development projects [P13, PP29, P33]. The mitigation strategy
in this case is directed on the facilitator. Such person must have special psychological
preparation and must be fair in relation to all team members [P13, P8, P18, P35].
Over-dominating of some team members while others are withdrawn is also a challenge in
group communication [P8, P12, P14, P19, P32]. It can be managed by a strong leader, who
must guarantee an equal participation of all team members [P14, P19, 32]. On the other hand,
a leadership can be disruptive [P12, P16, P19]. So the mitigation strategy is to find a
reasonable balance between too strong leadership and total decentralization. The problems of
arguing too much and conflicts resolution are on the facilitator’s conscience as well [P8, P30,
P31, P39, P33].
Cultural diversity of a team is considered as a challenge in [P6, P21]. Team composition must
be taken into account by a facilitator. The difference between communication traditions and
rules can affect the team performance and cohesiveness [P6, P21].
Learning and knowledge sharing between team members are the important challenges for
group dynamics technique implementation [P1, P22, P33]. These processes depend on people
willingness to share with their experience and results. The mitigation strategy implies the
promotion of open communication and trust in the team [P1, P12, P22].
So the challenges of group dynamics techniques implementation in most cases can be
overcome by special facilitator preparation and additional efforts in establishing open and
friendly communication within a team. However, the questions of modern technological
support are still open.
4.4.4. Overview of primary studies
The primary analysis is realized based on the data from Appendixes A and D. The considered
primary studies are dated starting from 2000. Fig. 4 shows the distribution of studies over
years. We can see that starting from 2004 researchers have a stable interest to the problems of
group dynamics in software development companies. Year 2014 has already presented 3
publications for the first 3 months, so we can foresee that their number till the end of the year
would be much bigger.
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Figure 4- Distribution of primary studies over years
The considered papers have been published either in the peer-reviewed journals (30), or in
the conference proceedings (12) (fig. 5).
The primary studies represent either empirical or theoretical results. Sometimes they can
combine both – empirical and theoretical findings. The scientific character of publications is
shown on fig. 6. We can conclude that 83% of publications represent the empirical results.
This can be explained by the fact that researchers in the domain of group dynamics technique
prefer to give the experimental proof of their theoretical frameworks and concepts which is
the most interesting for practitioners.
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Figure 6- Distribution of primary studies according to the character of presented results
Every primary study is based on particular research method. The numbers of papers that
introduce different research methods are shown on fig. 7. One article can incorporate several
research methods. We can see that case study is the most widely used method of research. It
doesn’t require additional effort connected with interview or survey conduction. Case studies
are based on the observed data extraction and processing. However they can be combined
together with interviews and experiments. Generally, it can be noted that scientists often use
empirical methods like experiments, surveys, interviews, questionnaires to conduct the
research. The theoretical methods like literature review and Ground Theory are not so wide
spread.
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Figure 7- Research methods applied in publications
The results of preliminary analysis of publications are presented in Appendix D and are
summarized in Table 7. We can see the number of publications that obtained the estimates
“Yes”, “Partially” or “No” for specified questions. These questions are related to the proper
description of group dynamics technique, its impact and implementation challenge,
specification of technique’s advantages and disadvantages, impact evaluation and mitigation
Answer Group dynamics technique

Impact

Challenges
42

Properly
described
Yes
31
Partially 11
No
0

Advantages/
disadvantages
mentioned
21
10
11

Properly
specified

Is
evaluated

Are
specified

35
7
0

18
6
18

26
16
0

Mitigation
strategy is
suggested
13
21
8

Table 9 Preliminary analysis of publications
So the given work considers substantial papers that represent the results of empirical research
and use the corresponding research methods. The investigated primary studies discuss the
questions of group dynamics techniques, their impact and challenges in the sufficient manner.

4.4.5. Quality assessment of primary studies
In order to assess the quality of primary studies we used four quality criteria (Table 6). The
obtained results for all publications based on data from Appendix E are represented in Table
8.
ID
1
2
3
4

Criterion
Yes
Is the methodology clearly specified?
37
Is the methodology appropriate for the given type of 34
research?
Are the research results properly specified?
19
Are the validity threats mentioned for the given research? 13

Answer
Partially No
5
0
8
0
22
9

1
20

Table 10-Results of quality assessment for primary studies
So 88% of primary studies describe the applied methodology in details. It was admitted that
the described methodology is valid for the given type of research in 81% of articles. The
research results are enough properly represented in 98% of articles (41 articles have got both
answers “Yes” and “Partially” for the third question). Almost a half of papers (52%) paid
enough attention to validity threats of their research. Generally, the quality of all primary
studies can be estimated positively, so their investigation would give the reliable results.
As it turned out, the good papers (the papers of high quality) provide the comprehensive
description of group dynamics techniques together with their advantages and disadvantages.
They identify techniques, their implementation issues, impacts and challenges. The bad
papers (of the lower quality – there were few of them) miss the proper description of
techniques, the measurement of their impact and mitigation strategies of some challenges.
Good papers discover in a bigger extent the impacts and challenges of techniques, provide
their analysis and proper description of the context (team type, size and structure), where
specific impacts and challenges were met. Therefore the papers of high quality contribute
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more to the quality of the obtained results. Generally, the selected articles fully describe their
results. The only fact that seems disturbing is that only a half of primary studies consider
validity threats. However, we cannot state that this decreases the importance of the obtained
results much.

4.4.6. Analysis of group dynamics techniques in software engineering
The in-depth analysis of primary studies allows determining the basic set of group dynamics
techniques that are widely used in software development projects (Appendix B). These
techniques were described in Section 4.4.1. The given section provides the synthesis of group
dynamics techniques and their impact in software engineering.
Table 9 determines the group dynamics techniques and primary studies which include the
description of their application in different software development methodologies. The
numbers of primary studies, which represent the application of specified group dynamics
techniques for managing group dynamics and for group discussion organization, are shown
on fig. 8 and fig. 9 respectively. The ratio of specific software development methodology
mention is shown on fig. 10.
№

Group dynamics technique

Primary studies

Techniques for managing group dynamics
1
“One team” mindset
[P2, P5, P12, P16, P19, P21P23, P27, P32]
2
Equalizing participation
[P7-P9, P14, P18, P19, P21P23, P26, P28-P31, P33, P34,
P37, P39, P40-P42]
3
Conflict resolution
[P9, P11, P13, P20, P21, P23,
P39, P40, P42]
4
Summarizing
[P14, P20, P29, P31, P35, P37,
P39]
5
Passing the clipboard
[P14, P29, P30]
6
Centralized control
[P16, P20, P25, P36]

Software
development
methodology
Agile,
distributed
Agile,
distributed

globally
globally

Agile,
virtual,
globally distributed
Globally distributed

Not specified
Globally distributed,
virtual
7
Monitoring
[P3, P15, P33]
Globally distributed
8
Bunkering
[P20]
Not specified
9
Backward evaluation
[P3]
Not specified
10 Forward visioning
[P3]
Not specified
11 Planning and prioritizing
[P3]
Not specified
12 Nominal group technique
[P30]
Not specified
13 Group decision support [P37, P40]
Globally distributed,
software
virtual
14 Electronic communication
[P1, P7, P10, P21, P24, P26, Agile,
virtual,
P27, P34-P36, P38, P40, P42] globally distributed
Techniques of group discussion
15 Informal meeting
[P1, P3, P17, P28, P32, P35, Globally distributed,
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16

Identification

17

Whole group discussion

18

Small group discussion

19

Brainstorming

P36]
[P5, P8, P12, P13, P17-P19,
P24, P25, P30, P38, P39]
[P6, P7, P11, P12, P20, P22,
P25, P28, P29, P31, P35]
[P6-P8, P11, P13, P15, P17,
P19, P27-P29, P32-P35]
[P11, P15, P22, P23, P30-P34,
P38-P40]

virtual
Agile,
virtual,
globally distributed
RUP,
globally
distributed
Agile,
virtual,
globally distributed
Agile,
virtual,
globally distributed

Table 11-Group dynamics techniques in the context of software development
methodology

Electronic communication
Group decision support software
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Monitoring
Centralized control
Passing the clipboard
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Conflict resolution
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Figure 8- Frequency of techniques occurrence (Techniques for managing group
dynamics)
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Figure 9- Frequency of techniques occurrence (Techniques for group discussion)
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Agile
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4
16

RUP
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Figure 10-Software development methodologies rate
The obtained results allow making the conclusion that equalizing participation and electronic
communication techniques are the most popular among techniques for managing group
dynamics during teamwork organization. This is due to a big rate of globally distributed and
agile software projects which require special communication methods supporting the equal
possibility to participate for all team members. In addition, electronic communication
supports on-line mode of teamwork, which allows solving problems instantly. Equalizing
participation is a popular technique, because team leads and facilitators understand that in
order to get the broad picture of ideas concerning some problem, it is necessary to provide
team members with equal right to express their thought.

4.4.7. Analysis of the impact of group dynamics techniques in software engineering
The possible impacts of group dynamics techniques implementation in software engineering
considered in Section 4.4.2 are analyzed in the given section based on the data from the
Appendix C. Table 10 presents the occurrence of group dynamics techniques impacts in
primary studies together with their evaluation methods. The basic impact factors include team
performance (I1), team cohesiveness (I2), staff satisfaction (I3), software quality (I4),
communication quality (I5), reasonable decision-making (I6), and knowledge sharing (I7).
The frequency of mention of different impacts in primary studies is shown on Fig. 11.
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No Impact

Primary studies

Evaluation

I1

Team performance

Productivity,
efficiency,
timeliness measures

I2

Team cohesiveness

[P4, P7, P10, P13,
P15, P19-P22, P25,
P27, P28, P30, P32P35, P38, P41, P42]
[P2, P5, P9, P12, P14,
P18, P20, P21, P23,
P26, P28, P35, P37,
P39, P41, P42]

I3

Staff satisfaction

I4

Software quality

I5

Communication
quality

[P13, P23, P36, P39,
P40]

I6

Reasonable
decision-making

P14,
P37-

I7

[P5, P15, P19, P22,
P25, P23, P28, P40]
[P4, P11, P23, P25,
P30, P40]

[P2, P3, P7-P9,
P24, P29-P32,
P40]
Learning
and [P1, P2, P5, P9,
knowledge sharing
P18, P19, P22,
P29, P33, P34]

Measures
of
collaborative density
and communication
centrality,
corresponding
cohesiveness factors
Satisfaction
measures
Perceived
quality
measures,
defect
density measures
Degree of agreement
measures,
communication
efficiency
Not specified

P12, Not specified
P27,

Type
of
evaluation
Direct
and
indirect

Direct
indirect

and

Indirect
Direct
indirect

and

Indirect

Not specified

Not specified

Table 12- Impacts of group dynamics techniques and its evaluation
The correspondence of group dynamics technique and its impact, as it is stated by the authors
of primary studies, is represented in Table 11.
So team performance seems to be the most important factor that is assessed almost by the half
of the authors of primary studies. This due to the fact that exactly team performance
influences the profit and financial success of the software development project. The
considered impacts can be evaluated with the help of specific suggested measures directly or
indirectly. The direct estimation is based on the observed data and the indirect estimation
requires some experiment, for instance, the survey data.
The specified impacts can be evaluated directly or indirectly. Team performance can be
measured in terms of productivity (lines of code, number of tasks solved, number of models
designed, number of algorithms developed, etc.) [P7][P8][P32]. Also performance is often
measured subject to time, for example, delivery time, average time spent to solve the tasks,
average time required for a sprint in SCRUM, etc [P4][P11][P16][P33]. Efficiency
establishes the relation between productivity and time measures, for example, lines of code
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for some time interval. The data of such kind can be directly observed in the project, so it can
be gathered and calculated in the form of performance measures.
Team cohesiveness can be evaluated both directly and indirectly. It can be expressed through
the number of communications (e-mail letters, instant messages, phone calls, etc.) between
team members [P26]. Then it is a direct evaluation based on objective data. Additionally,
cohesiveness can be assessed indirectly via the survey. In this case the obtained measure is
proved to be true by statistical methods [P23][P28][P39][P42].

Learning and knowledge sharing
Reasonable decision-making
Communication quality
Software quality
Staff satisfaction
Team cohesiveness
Team performance
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Figure 11- Frequency of occurrence of group dynamics impacts

Staff satisfaction is always evaluated indirectly. It is represented by the corresponding latent
variable and its value can be estimated based on the answers to the questionnaire, survey or
interview [P5][P15][P22][P25]. Reliability is the key issue in such investigations, since they
deal with statistical data.
Software quality as an integral characteristic can be evaluated directly and indirectly.
Software quality as a characteristic perceived by developers and users can be estimated via
the survey [P4][P23][P30][P40]. Considering software quality as an objective characteristic
leads to estimation of the number of errors and defect found during design, development, and
testing [P11][P25]. This type of measurement is the direct one.
Communication quality can be assessed directly and indirectly as well. The degree of
agreement can be estimated through the statistical consistency measures such as variance,
standard error, correlation, etc. and obviously it can be evaluated via the survey indirectly.
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The correspondence of group dynamics technique and its impact, as it is stated by the authors
of primary studies, is represented in Table 11.

No
Group dynamics technique
Techniques for managing group dynamics
1
“One team” mindset
2
Equalizing participation
3
Conflict resolution
4
Summarizing
5
Passing the clipboard
6
Centralized control
7
Monitoring
8
Bunkering
9
Backward evaluation
10
Forward visioning
11
Planning and prioritizing
12
Nominal group technique
13
Group decision support software
14
Electronic communication
Techniques of group discussion
15
Informal meeting
16
Identification
17
Whole group discussion
18
Small group discussion
19
Brainstorming

Impact
I1-I7
I1-I7
I1-I7
I1, I2, I6, I7
I1,I2, I4, I6, I7
I1-I5
I1, I3, I6, I7
I1, I2
I6
I6
I6
I1, I4, I6
I2-I6
I1-I7
I1-I3, I6, I7
I1-I7
I1-I4, I6, I7
I1-I7
I1-I7

Table 13- Group dynamics techniques and their impacts

So, team performance seems to be the most important factor that is assessed almost by the
half of the authors of primary studies. This due to the fact that exactly team performance
influences the profit and financial success of the software development project. The second
important factor is team cohesiveness. It is recognized by researchers, since it defines the
extent to which the team works as a whole unit. It also influences productivity and the quality
of solutions. Team cohesiveness mutually depends with learning and knowledge sharing
factor, because employees gladly share their experience in the teams where everyone knows
each other and does not afraid to express the ideas.
Application of group dynamics techniques has a more valuable impact on such factors as
team performance, team cohesiveness, communication quality and software quality in
globally distributed teams. This is because the specific techniques are aimed at increasing of
communication intensiveness, number of solutions and ideas, sharing of those ideas with all
team members, decreasing of time delays in responses. Supporting the quality of software
elaborated by distributed team is an extremely difficult task, therefore group dynamics
techniques also emphasize it and try to provide the solution for this problem. Team
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cohesiveness, knowledge sharing, reasonable decision-making and staff satisfaction are more
influenced by application of group dynamics techniques in co-located teams. These factors
can be mostly influenced during the direct interactions between team members, which are
possible in co-located teams.
The considered impacts can be evaluated with the help of specific suggested measures
directly or indirectly. The direct estimation is based on the observed data and the indirect
estimation requires some experiment, for instance, survey conduction. In the case of direct
evaluation the validity of results is determined by the truth of initial values. So the measured
characteristics must reflect the state of the art, for example, it is necessary to know the real
time of task completion. In the case of indirect evaluation we face with the problem of results
reliability, which depends on the sample volume and time constraints of the experiment.

4.4.8. Analysis of the challenges of group dynamics techniques implementation in software
engineering
Implementation of group dynamics techniques in software development projects faces with
the challenges described in Section 4.4.3. The given section presents the analysis of the
obtained results based on the data from the Appendix C.
The main challenges mentioned in primary studies include limited resources, lack of
preparation, lack of leadership, over-dominating of some team members, cultural diversity,
and knowledge sharing. These challenges together with mitigation strategies are presented in
Table 12. The frequency of mention of each challenge in primary studies is shown on fig. 12.

Knowledge sharing
Cultural diversity
Over-dominating of team members
Lack of leadership
Lack of preparation

Limited resources
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

No. of publications

Figure 12- Frequency of mention of challenges of group dynamics techniques

No Challenge
1
Limited resources

Primary studies
Mitigation strategy
[P1, P2, P10, P26, P27, P34, Required hardware and
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P38]

2

3
4

5
6

software development or
acquisition
Lack of preparation
[P3, P12, P21, P25, P29, Intensive learning and
P30, P35, P41]
training of facilitator and
team members
Lack of leadership
[P8, P9, P13, P29, P35, P41] Psychological preparation
of facilitator
Over-dominating of team [P8, P12, P14, P16, P19, Balance between strong
members
P30-P33, P39]
leadership
and
decentralization, conflicts
resolution
Cultural diversity
[P6, P21]
Psychological preparation
of facilitator
Knowledge sharing
[P1, P12, P18, P19, P22, Promotion
of
open
P33, P34]
communication and trust
among team members
Table 14- Impacts of group dynamics techniques and its evaluation

Limited resources challenge requires the usage of additional hardware and software. For
instance, in order to provide video-conferencing services of the highest quality a company
has to buy additional servers, establish a more powerful network channel and install specific
software. Another problem may occur with open space for team members communication.
For example, in order to organize the whole group discussion a facilitator needs a large room
and some additional equipment which may be absent. So this also requires definite
acquisitions.
Lack of preparation and leadership, cultural diversity require special psychological learning
and training of a facilitator. This can be achieved by having special courses or research of
specific literature. Team members must also understand the importance of introduction of
particular technique in their everyday work. So they may need special preparation as well.
Over-dominating of some team members is a challenge that can be overcome by finding a
right balance between leadership and decentralization. This means that a facilitator must have
leadership skills and at the same time must give a freedom in ideas expression and decisionmaking to team members. A facilitator has to provide an equal possibility to express the
opinions to all team members. The conflict resolution technique in this situation is a perfect
tool for managing the problems of such kind.
Knowledge sharing is another challenge while implementing group dynamics techniques. Not
all team members may wish to share their experience with others. In this situation atmosphere
of trust and open communication must be promoted by facilitators and team leads.
Knowledge sharing should be encouraged and practiced by all team members.
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So the successful implementation of group dynamics techniques in software development
projects often requires additional preparation of facilitator and team members and some
specific resources.

4.5 SLR validity threats
There are some threats to validity of the given systematic literature review. Wohlin identified
four types of validity threats which include external validity, internal validity, construct
validity, and conclusion validity [34].
The external validity deals with generalization [34]. The problem here is to determine how
well the obtained results suit to the general population. With respect to the external validity
we can consider as a threat the fact that the given SLR covers the articles published between
2000 and 2014. So it can be assumed that some primary studies before 2000 could be
skipped. But the analysis showed that we’ve got the relevant articles since 2004. This can be
explained by fact that group dynamics in software engineering became a subject of research
only in 21st century.
The internal validity deals with publications bias. This means that authors of articles may
have described only their positive experience, while the negative results may have been
counseled. The mitigation strategy for this threat is to follow strictly the systematic review
protocol. Since the primary studies have been selected by two authors, we consider the kappa
coefficient method in order to check the degree of agreement between researchers [35]. The
results confirm the satisfactory level of agreement (Appendix F).
The major construct validity threat is the possibility to skip some relevant articles because of
the inappropriate keywords and search string. In order to mitigate this threat the authors have
contacted the librarian, senior researchers and database experts to reconstruct the search
string. So the final approved search string helped us to cover the maximal number of hits that
represent the publications useful for answering RQ1 and RQ2. Also the snowball technique
was used to extend the set of primary studies and get additional useful information.
The conclusion validity deals with the results of the research study and ensures that they lead
to appropriate and reliable conclusion [34]. In order to reduce the possibility to miss some
group dynamics techniques, their impact and its evaluation, challenges of implementation
during the analysis of primary studies, the complex inclusion criteria were constructed. Also
the author used the data extraction form (Table 5) which helps to collect all information
necessary to answer the research questions.
So we did our best to provide the trustworthy results of the given research with respect to
their validity. The considered mitigation strategies helped us to form the final set of primary
studies and extract the required data from them which meet the requirements of external,
internal, construct and conclusion validity.
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5. Survey plus Interviews.
5.1. Methodology
We have conducted survey to know the group dynamics techniques and their impact on teams
working in industry and in the below sections we describes its main steps and discussed in
details the process of questionnaire construction and validation.

5.1.1. Survey
According to Section 3.1 stated objectives the obtained SLR results should be validated
empirically. We would like to check whether the researchers and practitioners have any
knowledge and experience about group dynamics techniques and its impact on teams working
in software engineering. Also we have to compare whether they recognize a similar impacts
of the group dynamics techniques, which are listed in literature. We have conducted a survey
, in order to find out the opinion of various representatives of software engineering
companies concerning about group dynamics techniques , its implementation and their impact
on teams members.
There are different empirical methods other than a survey and interviews to do our research.
An experiment and a case study [36]. But these methods are not appropriate, because they are
directed on the in-depth investigation of the things, while we need an overview of the
situation of group dynamics in software development companies. Besides, there are some
barriers in implementing other empirical methods. For example, to conduct a case study it
requires much effort and resources. For case study implementation we need to implement
particular group dynamics technique on software teams working on project at each stage of
its development lifecycle and its impact must be evaluated before and after implementation of
the technique. We have the time constraint, since normally a project accomplishment takes
one year in average. Also we need to have the agreement of all team members’ involved in
the project so, we have an issue with human resources section. Finally, to analyze an impact
of group dynamics technique we need some technical data about the project where a company
management may deny us for the access to project information. So a case study is not suitable
for us, although it can be used to do a further research on group dynamics techniques.
Experiment is not an appropriate research method as well in our situation Experiments are
used to draw up a cause-effect of a situation for a certain period of time and it is a controlled
study, which is used to manipulate the behavior and controls over the situation directly and
systematically [36]. It manipulates the behavior of research object directly, precisely and
systematically. So an experiment deals with simulated conditions and does not give an insight
and understanding of the actual situation in industry.
We used survey plus additional interviews method, where the researchers would create
questionnaire and it would be filled by the respondents, who are the researches and also the
software engineers working in various companies across the globe, for the purpose of
obtaining of the information about the group dynamics techniques and its impact on teams
working in software engineering [37]. As it is defined in [36], a survey gives “quantitative
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description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of population by studying a sample of the
population”. The survey is used to gather “information to describe, compare or explain
knowledge attitudes and behaviors” [38]. So the survey implies that the respondents must
answer the questions about their work, experience, attitudes, etc. The questions may be oral,
written, or in the electronic form. The structured direct survey is one of the most popular
marketing research methods [37]. the survey is conducted with the help of the formalized
questionnaire
The survey method has many advantages [37]. It can be easily realized, especially using the
modern Internet technologies. A well-designed survey doesn’t take much time for the
respondents to answer the questions. The answers to the close-ended questions (which are
common for this type of research) can be processed quickly; moreover, their processing can
be automated. However, there are some disadvantages of the survey method which may lead
to some validity threats [37][38]. Respondents may not have willingness to answer the
questions or they may express the subjective opinion, which does not correspond to reality.
Often we need to add open-ended questions to the survey, which makes results processing
more difficult and finally, the design of correct questions, which provide the satisfactory
reliability and validity, is a complex task. Summarizing all advantages and disadvantages, we
selected survey as the best option to obtain necessary information in a short time and in large
number of respondents. We choose this method to collect the data about group dynamics
techniques and its implementation in software engineering.
There are different approaches to conduct a survey. This includes personal survey, phone
survey, mail, and electronic survey [37]. We decided to choose an electronic survey and also
additional interviews to obtain the answers to the questions from the participants who
preferred the voice communication instead of work with on-line survey form. The electronic
surveys can be conducted via e-mail, special on-line services and social networks.
We used two tools to conduct a survey: an on-line survey software and social network. We
used QuestionPro [44] online survey software where questionnaire can be create and collect
the responses from various respondents and the analysis responses. The online questionnaire
link of our survey was distributed through LinkedIn and other social network forums like
Facebook and Twitter. Also we sent invitations to take part in the survey on e-mails.
In order to conduct the survey we would make the following steps (fig. 13). The process to be
realized for answering RQ3 consists of three stages: the planning stage, the design stage, and
the execution stage. The planning stage assumes that the objectives must be clarified, the
survey must have a schedule and we must check the available resources for survey
conduction. On the design stage we determine the type of a survey and questionnaire plan,
compose the questions of definite types, validate the questionnaire and select the respondents
who are going to take part in the survey. Collecting the answers of participants, their
processing and results reporting refer to the execution stage.
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Figure 13- Survey design and conduction process
5.1.2. Interviews background
The survey results depend much on the psychological features of a respondent at the moment
of answering the questions. A respondent may have a bad mood or some negative emotions,
or may be simply tired. So the answers to the questionnaire can have some errors.
Therefore we decided to make some additional interviews with some participants who feel
more comfortable to take part in our research. An interview is a research method which
implies the communication between respondent and interviewer, when interviewer asks
questions and a respondent answers them [37].
In the given research we conduct interviews based upon the questions constructed for the
survey. The interview was supported by on-line video-conferencing via Skype. Each
respondent was asked a question and the interviewer noted his answers on paper. We did not
make audio or video record of the interviews . We made by ourselves the notes about answers
to the survey questions. Further the results of the interview were processed together with the
results of the survey.

5.2. Designing the survey
5.2.1. Questionnaire construction
There are three design types of surveys: cross-sectional, cohort, and case control [38]. In a
cross-sectional survey “participants are asked for information at one fixed point of time”; a
cohort survey provides “information about changes in a specific population” within time; a
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case control survey asks about “previous circumstances to help explain a current
phenomenon” [38]. The given survey is designed as a cross-sectional case control type,
because we are going to ask employees of software development companies over specified
period of time about their experience in usage of group dynamics techniques and their impact
in real projects.
The questionnaire must contain two parts. The first part is devoted to general information
concerning the respondent. This information includes the role and experience of work in the
present company, the type and the size of the company and the present team (distributed or
co-located). It does not include the questions about respondent name or company name, so it
does not violate the principles of confidentiality. If we ask respondent name he may not
reveal the real situation in the team due to fear of loss of job and shy as few of our questions
ask about how they feel about the team, their openness in the team. The second part of the
questionnaire contains the questions about definite group dynamics techniques and their
impact on teams, the used group dynamics techniques, their ranking according to the
importance in teamwork, and the impact on software products quality.
We contacted the respondents via e-mail and social networks. Electronic mail is a
comfortable tool for delivering the questionnaire link and we followed up the respondents by
sending reminders. Additionally we used social networks to make the suggestion to software
companies’ employees to take part in the survey. Social networks provide the possibility to
communicate via instant messages and deliver the questionnaire immediately. This way of
survey conduction is also low-cost and practical enough.
The key point in survey conduction is a reliable and valid questionnaire. To construct it we
have to determine the types of questions and their sense. The two possible types of questions
for the survey are the open-ended and close-ended questions [39]. The close-ended questions
imply that a respondent must choose among the available variants of answers, i.e. “to select
an answer from a list of predefined choices” [39]. On the other hand, if “respondents are
asked to frame their own reply”, we deal with an open question [39]. The open-ended
questions allow a participant to express his own ideas concerning the question. The closeended questions are easier to process, while the open-ended require more accurate analysis.

5.2.2. Questionnaire validation
In order to be assuring that the constructed questionnaire is an appropriate, we should
investigate it subject to its reliability. According to Kitchenham and Pfleeger the pre-testing
stage is obligatory for any survey and it is aimed at checking, that the questions are
understandable; assessing the likely response rate and the effectiveness of the follow-up
procedures; evaluation of the reliability and validity; ensuring that the data analysis
techniques match expected responses [40]. So the process of questionnaire validation is a part
of survey conduction.
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Figure 14- Questionnaire validation
After the initial variant of the questionnaire was constructed, we applied two methods of its
evaluation on the pre-testing stage. They are focus group and pilot testing. While
implementing the focus group technique we gathered several students and organized a
“mediated discussion group” [40]. They were asked to express their ideas concerning the
questions, their type and possible results – how useful they can be for practitioners in
software engineering industry. The pilot testing is “performed using the same procedures as
the survey, but the survey instrument is administered to a smaller sample” [40]. Its goal is to
define the potential problems with response rates and questions understandability. The
sample for our pilot testing consists of the students who study software engineering.
We had three iteration of pilot testing, where 3, 5 and 6 students took part correspondently
(Table 13). We chose the older students, since we suppose that they have more experience on
software engineering and they could act in a similar way as real respondents.
The pilot testing gives us the preliminary results of the survey. Based on the obtained data we
evaluate the initial reliability and time for completion of the questionnaire. If the reliability
estimate is satisfactory, we can use the questionnaire for the real survey with real employees
of software development companies. In the opposite case, if the reliability estimate is lower
than the specified threshold, we should go back to the construction step in order to change the
questions. Along with reliability estimation we assessed the time to answer the
questionnaire. Since we were going to ask real employees to participate in the survey, we
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understand that they are quite busy, so the necessary time for questionnaire completion
should be minimized.
Questionnaire reliability can be estimated in different ways. The most common way is testretest method [41][42]. According to it, the reliability is assessed as a correlation of answers
obtained after a double survey. A respondent is asked “to complete the survey questions at
different times” [40]. The problem with retest method is that respondents may recall their
previous answers, which can increase the reliability. Additionally, the time interval between
two surveys with the same questions must be two or three weeks. This is a huge time, by
considering the time constraint into account, we did not used this method.
Another method for reliability estimation is alternate form of reliability [40]. This is a kind of
test-retest method, but in this case a respondent is asked to answer different variants of the
questionnaire. The reliability is expressed through the Pearson coefficient [42]. So, we
calculated the correlation between the answers to the same questions of different
questionnaire versions.
Reliability can be also considered as an internal consistency of the test. This means that we
evaluate “how well the different items complement each other in their measurement of
different aspects of the same variable or quality” [40]. The internal consistency reliability is
measured via Cronbach’s alpha coefficient [40][42]. This method doesn’t require the double
testing and it is not computational intensive. We used it on each iteration.
So for the purpose of reliability evaluation we calculated Pearson coefficient between the
results of the survey of two iterations. The acceptance threshold was specified as 0.7 [40] and
we calculated Cronbach’s alpha statistics for every iteration. The acceptance threshold was
defined as 0.75. When both reliability estimates were satisfactory, we made a conclusion that
the constructed questionnaire can be used for the survey with real respondents.
The process of questionnaire validation required several iterations of adjustments. The results
of questionnaire improvement during the validation process for our survey are represented in
Table 13.
Criterion

Iteration
st

Number of
participants
Questions
understandability

Number of questions
Time to complete
Reliability estimate

1
3

Respondents didn’t
understand
6
questions because of
their
unfamiliarity
with some terms
25
30 min

nd

2
5

Respondents didn’t
understand
2
questions because of
the newly introduced
terms
23
The time decreased
to 20 min
Cronbach’s alpha is Cronbach’s alpha is

3rd
6
Respondents
understood
questions

all

21
The time decreased
to 15 min
Cronbach’s alpha is
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0.55

0.7
Pearson
is 0.5

0.8
correlation Pearson
is 0.77

correlation

Table 15- Questionnaire improvement during validation process
On the final third iteration the number of questions was reduced to 21, they became more
understandable. The completion time was 15 minutes and we reached the satisfactory values
of reliability coefficients. So the final questionnaire was ready for the further real survey. The
developed questionnaire is presented in Appendix G.

5.2.3. Selecting the participants
During the survey design we should pay special attention to the selection of the respondents.
According to Kitchenham and Pfleeger, a valid sample is a representative subset of the target
population [34][41]. The target population of the given research is the employees of software
development companies who interact with each other in order to develop some project. There
are two types of sampling methods: probabilistic and non-probabilistic. A probabilistic
sample is one in which every member of a target population has a known, non-zero
probability of being included in the sample [41]. The probabilistic sampling includes simple
random sample, stratified random sample, systematic sampling, and cluster-based sampling.
In the given research we cannot use these methods, because we do not have sufficient
resources, i.e. the big number of possible respondents, who can be clustered or stratified and
then chosen for the experiment.
Another type of sampling is represented by non-probabilistic methods. They are used when
“respondents are chosen because they are easily accessible or the researchers have some
justification for believing that they are representative of the population” [41]. These methods
include convenience sample, snowball sampling, quota sampling, and focus groups [41]. We
have to consider the non-probabilistic sampling, because our target population is quite
specific and is limited in its availability. In the given research we used convenience sampling,
which “involves obtaining responses from those people who are available and willing to take
part” [41].
The participants who took part in this survey represents the employees of software
development companies who occupy such positions as project management, team lead,
software developer, software architect, quality assurance (QA) engineer, or tester.

5.3. Planning the survey
5.3.1. Setting the objectives
The objective of survey is to find out whether the group dynamics techniques and impacts
discovered during SLR are actually used in software engineering teams or not. So our goal is
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to collect data about the various group dynamics techniques and to determine its impact on
teams working in software engineering
5.3.2. Scheduling the survey
To conduct the survey, we scheduled the survey time plan for three weeks. The time is
distributed in the following way. One week to construct the questionnaire and validate it. The
delivering of questionnaires to respondents via e-mail, follow up the respondents and
gathering their feedback would take one week and one week is required for results processing
and reporting.

5.3.3. Checking the available resources
To conduct the survey we need a construct a questionnaire. The questions in it are based on
the data obtained from SLR about various group dynamics techniques, their impact
evaluation .So we got the information from the literature to design the questions.
Another important issue is selection of practitioners who would answer these questions. We
asked the employees working in various software development companies to take part in the
survey.

5.4. Survey and interview results
5.4.1. Analysis of general information about survey participants and their companies
The survey was organized with the help of on-line survey software tool QuestionPro.
Additionally several interviews via Skype were made with the respondents who participated
in this research. The general number of respondents who took part in the survey is 56. The
number of respondents who completed the survey is 41, so the completion rate is 73%, which
is high enough [41]. This is an evidence of the high quality of our questionnaire, so its results
can be used by practitioners. The participants of the survey are the employees of the software
development companies. All of those participants, who completed the survey, gave consistent
answers to all questions.
Additionally 8 persons took part in the interview. All of them gave consistent answers to all
questions. So the total number of respondents considered in this analysis is equal to 49.
The target populations of this survey are the employees of different software development
companies. The participants occupy different positions in companies. The distribution of the
roles is shown on fig. 15. Among “Others” option respondents mentioned roles such as
Associate technology lead (1), Pre-sales consultant (1), BDM (Business development
manager) (2), Researcher (1), Design Engineer (1). The most of the respondent refer to
software developer role (40%).
The size of the companies ranges from very small to large scale (fig. 16). 26 respondents
claimed that they work in large scale companies. So the obtained results can be treated as
trustworthy because the respondents are from big software development companies. The
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number of respondents from distributed companies is 37 (76%), while from co-located
companies it is equal to 12 (24%). This indicates the global trend in software industry – more
and more companies become distributed over regions and countries combining people of
different cultures working on the common project.

Project Manager (8%)

4

6
6

12

1

Project Team Lead (24%)
Software Developer (40%)
Software Architect (2%)
QA Engineer (12%)

20

Other (12%)

Figure 15- Participants’ roles

Figure 16- Size of the companies
In order to analyze the competence of employees we asked them to mention their overall
experience in software engineering industry (fig. 17). Totally, the rate of participants with
experience of 2 years and higher is 84%. Experience of 3 years and higher is 49%. So the
level of experience in software engineering is satisfactory for our sample, which makes the
results more valid.
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Figure 17- Experience in software engineering industry
5.4.2. Analysis of information about teams of participants
Our research is strictly connected with group dynamics techniques, so it is important for us to
know additional information about employees’ teams, their size and experience of work in
the current team.
The experience of work in the present group is shown on fig. 18. More than 38 respondents
(78%) have been working in the current team for more than 1 year. This means that most of
the survey participants should know much about group dynamics techniques, its
implementation and their impact teams Additionally we can report that 30 of the respondents
(61%) work in distributed teams and 19 persons (39%) are the members of co-located teams.
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Figure 18- Experience in the present team
The team size influences the implementation of particular group dynamics techniques. So we
investigated the size of the teams (fig. 19). So 15 respondents (31%) work in the teams with
less than 5 members and 34 respondents (69%) work in bigger teams, which may require
usage of additional group dynamics techniques.
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Figure 19- Team size
To analyze the internal atmosphere in the team we asked the respondents about their
motivation, trust, and open communication towards their work and team members. We found
out that 29 respondents (59%) are super motivated in their teams, 12 respondents (24%) are
motivated by the pay scale, 4 respondents (8,5%) are afraid to receive the feedback about the
progress of the work and 4 persons (8,5%) are not interested in their work results. So the rate
of motivated team members is higher than 83% which is a good indicator. Since we suppose
that the motivated and enthusiastic employees are more open for introduction of new
techniques to improve the performance of team. So we can get more relevant information
from them, which influence the quality of our findings.
We also asked how much the respondents know their team members personally and
professionally. 22 persons (44%) answered that they know their team members and 22
persons (44%) mentioned that they know team members well, but from the professional side.
4 persons (8%) said that they know somewhat about the team members and one person
confessed that he does not need to know anything about the team. Generally, we can
conclude that most of respondents (88%) know about their team members in details.
Most of the participants – 44 (90%) said that they feel comfortable in expressing their ideas
and suggestions in teams. Only 1 person doesn’t feel comfortable in sharing their ideas at all
times. Other participants (8%) feel comfortable almost always. This is a good result and it is
the evidence of knowledge and experience sharing during the teamwork. The opinions of
respondents concerning the communication openness are shown on fig. 20. Most of the
participants (90%) think that they communicate with the teammates on 100% at least
sometimes.
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Figure 20- Communication openness level
Most of them work in groups of more than 5 persons. The traditions of open communication,
trust and free sharing of ideas and knowledge are intrinsic for the most of teams represented
by the respondents. This gives an evidence of getting the reliable results concerning group
dynamics techniques and their impacts on teams.

5.4.3. Group dynamics techniques reported
This survey deals with group dynamics techniques used in software industry. First we
discovered what group dynamics techniques are familiar to the respondents (Table 14). Also
we analyzed which of those techniques are used in their teamwork (Table 14). We had to
eliminate some answers, since some respondents in the beginning of the survey didn’t
understand what a group dynamics technique is or didn’t know the terminology in this
domain. 12 respondents didn’t mention any technique in the beginning of the survey. So we
can conclude that facing with the questions about group dynamics techniques and having no
options to choose, respondents felt a little bit confused in the beginning of the survey. This is
because the terms used in group dynamics theory are not so much familiar to practitioners.
However, this situation changed diametrically further, so that participants could easily orient
in the recognized names of group dynamics techniques.
No Group
technique
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

dynamics Participants who know a Participants who use a
technique
technique
Number
Ratio, %
Number
Ratio, %
Feedback
18
37
16
32
Review
and 2
4
1
2
improvements
Brainstorming
12
24
12
24
Self disclosure
2
4
0
0
Face-to-face
3
6
1
2
interaction
Daily meetings
9
18
5
10
Sharing
4
8
2
4
Modeling
1
2
0
0
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9
10
11
12
13
14

Lessons learned
Flow controls
Reflection
Conflict management
Weekend parties
Idea generation

2
1
4
4
2
5

4
2
8
8
4
10

1
0
2
2
1
5

2
0
4
4
2
10

Table 16- Group dynamics techniques reported by respondents
Having various options to choose from, the participants indicated the most commonly used
techniques in their teams. We represent the results for co-located and distributed teams
respectively (fig. 21). The most widely used group dynamics techniques are brainstorming,
feedback, and conflict management.
30
25
20
Number or
15
participants
10

Co-located team
Distributed team

5
0

Figure 21- Group dynamics techniques used by respondents
We asked respondents to rank the specified group dynamics techniques from 1 to 5 according
to their importance in teamwork. 1 means the first position, which is the most important,
while 5 is for the last position, which is the least important. The numbers of specified
positions for each technique is given in Table 15. The overall score of a technique is
calculated as
5

S i   jN i ,
j 1

where j  1,5 is a number of ranked position; N i is a number of respondents who assigned jth position to i-th technique. The lower the score – the more important the group dynamics
technique is.
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Variance is calculated in the following way:
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Where k is a number of participants; X k is a position number given by k-th participant.
The high values of variance for all group dynamics techniques reflect the low level of
agreement among the participants concerning the importance of those techniques.
No Group dynamics
technique
1
Brainstorming
2
Whole group
discussion
3
Small group
discussion
4
Informal
meeting
5
Electronic
communication

1
13

2
9

Position
3
5

Score

Variance

12

11

8

10

8

138

2,03

6

12

16

9

6

144

1,40

13

11

9

7

9

135

2,10

5

6

11

12

15

173

1,72

4
10

5
12

146

2,43

Table 17- Importance of group dynamics techniques
Also we asked respondents to select top five group dynamics techniques presented in the list.
The results provided in fig. 22 allow us to make a conclusion that such group dynamics
techniques as electronic communication, small group discussion, conflict resolution, feedback
and brainstorming are more essential in distributed teams. While equalizing participation,
summarizing, passing the clipboard, whole group discussion and informal meetings are more
popular among the members of co-located teams.
This can be explained by the nature of distributed and co-located teams. Techniques such as
equalizing participation, summarizing, passing the clipboard requires face-to-face
communication. Whole group discussions and informal meetings also require the team to
gather in one place and communicate, which can hardly be realized in the case of distributed
team. On the other hand, distributed teams often use small group discussions, which can be
effectively organized via video-conferencing. Since employees from different regions or
countries need to interact somehow, they require electronic communication techniques.
Geographical and cultural diversity of team members leads to the need of conflict
management techniques, which are not so in-demand in co-located groups. And of course to
provide the quick responses to all software project challenges the members of distributed
teams need the efficient feedback methods.
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Figure 22- Rate of group dynamics techniques

To understand how the team size influences the choice of particular group dynamics
techniques to be implemented we made the correlation analysis. Table 16 represents the
number of respondents who chose the definite technique to be in top 5 among the others. We
calculate Pearson correlation coefficient between techniques for each team size [36] with the
help of the following formula:
n

rxy 

 ( xi  x)( yi  y)
i 1

n

n

i 1

i 1

 ( xi  x ) 2  ( y i  y ) 2

where x and y are considered variables; x and y are their means; i  1, n is sample volume
of variables.

Group
dynamics
techniques
“One team” mindset
Equalizing participation
Conflict resolution
Summarizing
Passing the clipboard
Usage
of
decision

<5
10
14
7
7
7
5

Number of members of different team size
Team size
5-10
11-20
>20
7
6
6
10
10
6
5
5
5
7
6
4
0
1
2
0
1
4
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support software
Electronic
communication
Informal meeting
Brainstorming
Whole group discussion
Small group discussion
Feedback

8
11
8
10
8
7

5
5
6
5
1
7

6
7
11
8
5
6

8
5
6
6
5
10

Table 18. Members distribution of teams of different size over group dynamics
techniques
The correlation of results for between each pair of team size is given in Table 17. We get a
symmetric matrix with Pearson correlation coefficients, which vary from 0 to 1.

<5
5-10
11-20
>20

<5
1
0,615
0,681
0,213

5-10
0,615
1
0,762
0,537

Team size
11-20
0,681
0,762
1
0,472

>20
0,213
0,537
0,472
1

Table 19. Correlation coefficients of group dynamics techniques application in teams of
different size

We can see that the respondents of groups of “<5” and “5-10”, “11-20” size have more
similar answers, than with respondent of “>20” team size. This can be explained by the fact
that larger teams need different techniques, than the smaller ones due to more complex tasks
and more available resources.

5.4.4. Impacts of group dynamics techniques reported
In order to investigate the influence of group dynamics techniques we asked the respondents
for the possible impact of group dynamics techniques such as team performance,
cohesiveness, employees’ satisfaction with their job, and software quality (Table 16).
According to the opinion of respondents, team performance is mostly influenced by “one
team” mindset (53% of respondents agreed with that),
summarizing (42%), brainstorming (51%), electronic communication (43%), whole and
small group discussions (43% and 47% respectively). Team cohesiveness is affected much by
equalizing participation and conflict resolution (35%), electronic communication (29%),
informal meetings (22%) and small group discussions (27%). Conflict resolution and
informal meetings have an impact on employees’ satisfaction with their job. The software
quality is improved by usage of special decision-making software, whole group discussion
and brainstorming.
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Group dynamics
technique
“One team”
mindset
Equalizing
participation
Conflict
resolution
Summarizing
Passing the
clipboard
Usage of
decision support
software
Electronic
communication
Informal meeting
Brainstorming
Whole group
discussion
Small group
discussion

Team
performance

Number of participants
Team
Employees Software
cohesiveness satisfaction quality

Other

26

5

9

7

2

16

17

11

3

2

15

18

11

3

2

21

6

7

13

2

13

17

8

10

1

15

10

9

14

1

21

14

4

6

4

15
25

11
5

14
7

7
11

2
1

21

9

5

14

0

23

13

7

5

1

Table 20- Impacts of group dynamics techniques
The survey results showed that team performance and team cohesiveness are directly
influenced by group dynamics techniques implementation. We asked respondents to rank
specified group dynamics techniques subject to their impact on team performance and
cohesiveness in the scale from 1 to 5, where 1 means “impacts much” and 5 means “slightly
impacts” (Table 17). The high values of variance for brainstorming and electronic
communication (greater than 2) reflect the low level of agreement among the participants
concerning the performance and cohesiveness impact of those techniques. This is explained
by big dispersion of answers.
We can see that performance is mostly influenced by whole group discussion and
brainstorming (fig. 23 a). Cohesiveness is influenced by informal meetings, whole and small
group discussions (fig. 23 b).
No Group dynamics Impact factor
technique
Performance
Brainstorming
1
Cohesiveness
Whole group
Performance
2

1
12
10
17

2
14
6
11

Position
3
9
14
11

Variance
4
3
7
8

5
11
12
2

2,15
2,05
1,49
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3
4
5

discussion
Small group
discussion
Informal
meeting
Electronic
communication

Cohesiveness
Performance
Cohesiveness
Performance
Cohesiveness
Performance
Cohesiveness

14
4
6
7
10
7
7

8
11
19
5
6
9
7

8
12
10
13
9
6
10

10
15
10
13
15
10
9

9
7
4
11
9
17
16

2,22
1,39
1,34
1,73
1,96
2,16
2,04

Table 21- Group dynamics techniques impact on team performance and cohesiveness

Figure 23- Group dynamics techniques rate subject to the impact on team performance
and cohesiveness
Another very interesting question for us was about group dynamics techniques that
influence software quality. Almost all the group dynamics techniques has an impact of
software quality. Improvement of software products quality is the global aim of any software
engineering company, so the practitioners can be interested in this information as well. The
results obtained from employees who work with the current team for more and less than 2
years are represented on fig. 24. There are several approaches to understanding the concept of
software quality according to different software quality models. They are McCall’s, Boehm’s,
Dromey’s, FURPS and ISO 9126 quality models [45][46]. All of them represent software
quality as a hierarchical structure composed of different attributes. According to the most
recognized – ISO model, software quality is expressed in terms of functionality, reliability,
usability, efficiency, maintainability, and portability [46]. Each characteristic has to be
evaluated separately and then the comprehensive assessment is done.
We can see that respondents who have more experience of work in the present group
think that the following group dynamics techniques have a great impact on the software
quality: “one team” mindset, informal meetings, whole group discussions and small group
discussions. Less experienced participants determined equalizing participation, conflict
resolution, electronic communication, and brainstorming to be the most important subject to
software quality.
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20
18
16
14
12
Number of
10
participants 8
6
4
2
0

2+ years of
experience
< 2 years of
experience

Figure 24- Group dynamics techniques impact on software quality
5.5. Survey validity threats
We are going to consider the validity threats of with respect to four types of validity: external
validity, internal validity, construction validity, and conclusion validity [34].
The external validity of the survey is at risk of representatives of the sample population. We
cannot guarantee that the respondents are from different companies, from different projects
and from different teams. In order to mitigate this risk, we have asked each company to
represent at least by 5 employees and each project by 3 employees. Also we invited
participants of different roles in the company to take part in the survey. So the obtained
results can be generalized with a high degree of validity.
The internal validity connected with the survey is threatened by the fact that the respondents
may refuse to answer some questions such as openness in team, feel in working with the team
due to the fear of loss of job and shy feelings communication openness. Although the survey
is anonymous, the participant may feel some questions to be uncomfortable. In order to
mitigate this risk we tried to make questions formulations as simple as possible, so that the
respondents do not feel inconvenient and also we did not ask the respondents about the
personal details such as name of the respondent.
The construct validity is “the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or purports, to
be measuring” [43]. A questionnaire may not reveal the factors which are essential for us. In
order to guarantee that our survey is enough relevant to the group dynamics techniques and
their impact, we made the questions which are close to reality. For this purpose we used the
results of SLR for identification of possible group dynamics techniques and their impact on
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teams working in software engineering. In addition, we had several iteration and tests with
the survey before we construct the final one. In order to make the questions understandable
and reliable we used focus group method. We distributed to the questionnaire to sample
respondents for three iterations to make it clear. Initially they had some problems to
understand some questions and some specific group dynamics terms. Their feedback during
the pilot test was used to modify the questionnaire.
The main conclusion validity threat for the given survey is the usefulness and trustworthiness
of the obtained results. In order to mitigate the conclusion validity threat, we analyzed the
results carefully and used the principles of statistical analysis. The results were analyzed
subject to variance and correlation which gives the evidence of their truth.

5.6. Discussion
The survey part of our research includes the planning, design and execution stages. During
the planning stage we set the objectives, scheduled the survey and checked if the available
resources are enough for this research. The design stage is very important, since we
constructed a questionnaire, checked its validity and reliability, and selected the participants
via non-probabilistic sampling. Survey conduction and results processing are the final steps.
The survey was conducted in a detail-oriented and responsible manner. Also we made
interviews with several participants in order to eliminate the possible errors. Therefore we
tried our best to enhance the quality of the survey and interview results, so that they can be
used by software development practitioners in real projects.
We put some effort in obtaining reliable answers for our questionnaire. We have got 49
completed responses to all questions: 41 persons took part in the survey via QuestioPro and 8
persons took part in the interview. All of them answered the same questions, so we combined
their answers and analyzed together. Most of the participants (84%) have the experience of 2
years and higher in software engineering industry. 78 % of participants are directly involved
in the process of software elaboration working on the roles of software developers, architects,
quality assurance and team leads. Three quarters of the respondents are working in distributed
companies, and a half of respondents mentioned the company size as large scale. So the
obtained results reflect the state of art in serious software development companies, which are
the role model for any small company.
The analysis of the teamwork characteristics of respondents allows us to conclude that 76%
of them have more than one year of work experience in a present team. So the survey
participants know everything about the situation of group dynamics in their teams. 61% of
respondents mentioned that they work in distributed teams, which is a common state of things
nowadays. The team size is greater than 5 persons according to the information from 69% of
respondents. So we can conclude that respondents are experienced employees and can
provide us with reliable information. Moreover, most of them feel comfortable in their
present teams. 90% of participants claimed that they can freely express their ideas and
suggestions, 88% informed that they know their teammates well, at least from the
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professional point of view. And finally, 83% of respondents feel motivated in their teams. So
we can conclude that an atmosphere in the teams of our respondents is auspicious enough and
it encourages the respondents to give fair and reliable answers to the questions. The reasoning
of that kind gives us the confidence that our results would be useful for practitioners in
software development companies.
In the beginning of the survey we asked respondents to name group dynamics techniques that
are familiar to them. We did not give the possible options, so it was an open-ended question.
The group dynamics techniques mentioned in this case included brainstorming, idea
generation, feedback, reflection. When the participants got a list of techniques prepared by
us, they added daily meetings, conflict management, presence, self-disclosure techniques.
Narrowing the list of techniques to brainstorming, whole and small group discussions,
informal meeting and electronic communication, we asked the respondents to define the most
important techniques of that list. Whole group discussion and informal meetings obtained the
best scores. However, other techniques had the score very close to the best.
The ranking of group dynamics techniques from the list showed that the following techniques
are on the top 5 positions from the point of view of distributed team members: conflict
resolution, usage of decision-making support software, electronic communication,
brainstorming, small group discussion, and feedback. Members of co-located teams prefer
equalizing participation (which was chosen by 100% of respondents), “one team” mindset,
summarizing, informal meeting, whole group discussion, and passing the clipboard. So
teamwork facilitators and team leads in different types of teams should pay more attention to
introduction and usage of different group dynamics techniques.
The correlation analysis of team size and group dynamics techniques (Table 18 and 19) to be
implemented shows that groups of large size (greater than 20 members) need different
techniques. For example, electronic communication and feedback are more essential, than
summarizing and informal meetings. This can be explained by the fact that large teams
comparing with smaller teams need to solve more complex tasks and require additional
efforts for proper communication of all members in equal extent. And small teams pay more
attention to whole and small group discussions, since it is important for them to find out the
opinion of each team member.
The information about group dynamics techniques implementation in teams of different size
could not be obtained via SLR, since the authors rarely mentioned the size of the investigated
team. Even if they mentioned the size, that was only the data about one experiment conducted
in one group and no information was available about groups of different sizes. So we could
not find data about the same technique implementation in teams of different size. It is clear,
because authors usually have limited resources to make so many experiments with many
teams. So the survey is the only valuable way to obtain the data about group dynamics
techniques implementation in different teams. Based on this data we can conclude that large
teams use different techniques (like small group discussion, feedback, electronic
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communication) compared to small teams, who prefer other techniques (such as equalizing
participation and brainstorming).

6. Comparison of SLR and Survey results
Comparison of results obtained in SLR and in survey plus additional interviews.
We estimated the frequency of mentioning of group dynamics techniques in literature (the
percent of primary studies in which a technique was considered) and in participants’ answers
through survey (fig. 25). We can make a conclusion that generally the rates of mentioning of
group dynamics techniques are similar in SLR and survey results. However, the occurrence
rate for survey is almost twice greater than in SLR for each technique. So the techniques
turned to be more important than described in the literature. This can be explained by the fact
that usually an article cannot cover all existing techniques, but is devoted to one or two group
dynamics techniques. And in the survey the participants could choose 5 most important
techniques from the list. This comparison allows us to make conclusion about equalizing
participation, “one team” mindset, brainstorming, and whole group discussion as the
techniques that are the most popular. However, the given research indicates that not much
attention is paid in literature to decision support software and informal meeting techniques,
although the representatives of software development companies mentioned these techniques
among quite important. Often the decision support software is the subject of software design
and implementation research, but not the group dynamics research. So we suppose that
authors pay more attention to its creation and testing, but not to its influence on team
dynamics. Informal meetings are not so often described in the literature, because authors find
this technique not so complex. So that it is clear and obvious enough how to implement it.
Another reason is that while investigating informal meeting technique, the team members not
always provide all information about its implementation in their teams, because they can feel
inconvenient sharing personal information.
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Figure 25- Frequency of mention of group dynamics techniques in SLR and Survey
According to the survey results the discussed group dynamics techniques impact on team
performance, team cohesiveness, employees’ satisfaction and software quality in different
extent. In the most cases it was mentioned that “one team” mindset technique, summarizing,
decision support software, electronic communication, informal meeting, brainstorming,
whole and small group discussions primarily influence team performance. Equalizing
participation and conflict resolution affect team cohesiveness. Among the techniques that
impact job satisfaction are conflict resolution, decision support software, equalizing
participation and informal meetings. These results are similar to the results obtained in SLR.
The dependencies between group dynamics techniques and their impact reported in SLR are
similar to the survey results. The fact that we identified the same impacts in SLR and also in
the survey proves the validity of the results. The identified impacts are the basic, so
researchers and practitioners pay much attention exactly to described impacts.
The impact of group dynamics techniques implementation can be different in teams of
different size. To check this we made a correlation analysis of data on team performance
impact (Table 22). We consider the respondents who defined team performance as an impact
of the specified techniques.
Group
technique

dynamics

Number of members of different team size
Team size

“One team” mindset

<5

5-10

11-20

>20

Total
count

4

6

8

8

26
75

Equalizing
participation

2

5

5

4

16

Conflict resolution

2

5

5

3

15

Summarizing

5

4

5

7

21

Passing the clipboard

4

5

3

1

13

Usage of decision
support software
1

2

4

8

15

Electronic
communication

6

4

5

6

21

Informal meeting

5

5

4

1

15

Brainstorming

4

6

7

8

25

5

6

5

5

21

3

6

7

7

23

Whole
discussion

group

Small group discussion

Table 22. Recognition of team performance impact by members of teams of different
size
We can conclude that members of teams of different size recognize the impact of group
dynamics techniques on team performance in different extent. They have different opinion
concerning every technique and its influence on team performance. The correlation is the
biggest between members of “5-10” and “11-20” team size and “11-20” and “>20” team size.
Teams of small size have very different opinion about the impact of group dynamics
techniques on team performance compared to larger teams. This can be explained by the fact
that small and large teams use different techniques, which influence performance in different
manner.
Team size
<5

5-10

11-20

>20

<5

1

0,052

0,118

0,165

5-10

0,052

1

0,788

0,182

11-20

0,118

0,788

1

0,634

76

>20

0,165

0,182

0,634

1

Table 23. Correlation coefficients of group dynamics techniques impact on team
performance in teams of different size

More deep investigation on the impacts of group dynamics techniques showed that team
performance is influenced by whole group discussions and brainstorming. And team
cohesiveness is influenced by informal meetings, whole and small group discussions.
Software quality, which is a key integrated characteristic of the delivered products, is
influenced by “one team” mindset technique, informal meetings, whole small group
discussions and small group discussions.
Summarizing the above discussion, we can say that the results of the survey are objective,
reliable and valid enough, although there are some validity threats mentioned in Section 5.4.
But we tried to do our best to mitigate those threats and provide software engineering
practitioners with useful and trustworthy results. The obtained information can be used while
choosing the appropriate group dynamics techniques for the team of definite type, size and
level of experience. Team leads and group facilitators together with team members can rely
on the represented data while building their efficient teamwork subject to team performance
and cohesiveness.

7. Conclusions and future work
The given work is devoted to group dynamics techniques, their implementation and impact
on teams working in software engineering companies. The impacts of group dynamics
techniques and the possible challenges together with mitigation strategies are investigated in
this thesis. The main research methodologies are systematic literature review, and survey plus
additional interviews. The group dynamics techniques identified in SLR were then validated
through the industrial research.
7.1. Answers to research questions
Research question1 “What are the techniques to support group dynamics in teams in software
engineering?”
In order to answer this question we conducted SLR. It helped us to identify 19 group
dynamics techniques in software engineering which can be classified into two categories:
techniques for managing group dynamics and techniques of group discussion support. The
first class includes “one team” mindset, equalizing participation, conflict resolution,
summarizing, electronic communication, whole and small group discussions. Informal
meeting, brainstorming, identification are the techniques of the second class. The discussion
and conclusions about them are described in Section 4.5.3.
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Research question 2 “What is the impact of group/team dynamics techniques in software
engineering?”
It is divided into two questions
RQ 2.1 “How group dynamic techniques are evaluated in software engineering?”
RQ2.2 “What are the challenges in implementing group dynamics techniques in software
engineering and how are these challenges mitigated?”
These questions were answered with the help of SLR. The impacts of group dynamics
techniques in software engineering include team performance and cohesiveness, staff
satisfaction, software quality, communication quality, reasonable decision-making, learning
and knowledge sharing. The impacts and ways for their evaluation are described in Section
4.5.4. The challenges of group dynamics techniques implementation in software development
companies include limited resources, lack of preparation and leadership, over-dominating of
some team members, cultural diversity, and knowledge sharing. These challenges and
corresponding mitigation strategies are analyzed in Section 4.5.5.
Research question 3 “Which of the existing techniques are actually used in industry and do
they have an impact?”
Our survey part of the research considers techniques and their impact on teams working in
software engineering. We did not discover any challenges and mitigation strategies through
survey because this could make our questionnaire too long, which in turn could decrease the
completion rate of the survey, because participants could be tired or exhausted by too big
number of questions to be answered. All issues cannot be covered in a single survey.
To answer the third question we conducted a survey and additional interviews. We could see
that most of the group dynamics techniques described in literature are implemented in
practice. However, some of them are out of practitioners attention, for example, centralized
control, bunkering, monitoring were not discovered during the survey. We suppose that this
can be explained by the fact that implementation of these techniques needs much additional
resources. And practitioners do not believe that the positive impact from their implementation
would be comparable to the required costs. Also the survey results show that some techniques
are underestimated by scientists, for instance, informal meeting and usage of decision support
software. This happens with informal meeting, because authors suppose that this technique is
too simple to pay much attention to it. Decision support software systems are believed to be
the subject of other software engineering areas, except group dynamics. The discovered
impacts include team performance and cohesiveness, employees’ satisfaction with their job,
and software quality. These impacts are similar to SLR results, because they are the basic and
both researchers and practitioners find them important for teamwork. The obtained results are
highlighted in Sections 5.5 and discussed in Section 5.6.
Software engineering practitioners can use the results of the survey to organize the effective
teamwork with the help of implementation of group dynamics techniques. For example, team
facilitator can choose appropriate technique for the team of definite type (co-located or
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distributed), size, and composition (depending of the level of team members experience in
software engineering industry and in that particular team). Also a team lead may determine
what techniques should be used depending on the impact he wants to get.

7.2. Future work
In the given work we investigated group dynamics techniques, their impacts and
implementation challenges and mitigation strategies in software industries using systematic
literature review. Our survey deals with the same questions, except for the challenges and
mitigation strategies. So it is a limitation of our work. We did not consider challenges and
mitigation strategies in the survey part of our research, because this could make our
questionnaire too long and intrusive for respondents that could decrease the quality of the
survey. In a survey it is impossible to cover too many issues in a single survey. These
limitations determine possible directions of future work.
The obtained results can be quite useful for members of real teams working on real projects.
Team leads and managers can choose suitable group dynamics techniques to implement in
practice. They can rely on the identified dependencies between techniques and their impacts.
Also they can follow the results and define the best techniques for the teams of definite type,
size and composition. We identified the most important team dynamics techniques and
impacts associated with them. Also we collected the information about the possible methods
of impact evaluation. However, we did not validate those methods in practical usage in real
projects. Our survey did not cover this issue. Also we analyzed different challenges and
corresponding mitigation strategies based on the data from SLR. This information should also
be checked via the industrial survey. So one of the directions of our future work deals with
conduction of additional survey, which would be devoted to impact evaluation and
implementation challenges of group dynamics techniques and their mitigation strategies.
Another direction of our future work is a case study implementation related to application of
group dynamics techniques in software development companies. We are planning to take part
in a real software engineering project and try to introduce some group dynamics techniques in
a team. During this experiment we would analyze the real impact on team performance and
cohesiveness. It would be interesting to apply particular empirical methods to evaluate team
performance before and after group dynamics technique implementation. And of course
during the case study in the real project we would face with some challenges, so that we
would try to understand their nature and elaborate some mitigation strategy.
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Team performance
Reasonable decision-making
Establishing a cohesive
teamwork
Reasonable decision-making

Reasonable decision-making

Impact evaluation
Not specified
Not specified

Not specified
Spatial, temporal, and
configurational characteristics
Productivity, quality and profit
measures
Corresponding measures

Corresponding measure
Corresponding measure
Team productivity

Not specified

Challenges
Limited resources
Willingness to share
Limited resources
Technology-mediated
communication
Lack of preparation
Weak leadership
Profit-oriented
management
Personnel imbalance
Team-centric approach in
globally distributed
software development

Cultural diversity
Not enough
communication
Arguing too much
Over-dominating of one
person
Weak leadership
Joy riders
Leadership
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Establishing a proper team
structure
Cohesive teamwork
Knowledge sharing
P10 Team performance

Focus on particular
doctrine

Not specified

P11 Cooperation strategy
Staff utilization
Quality
Timeliness

Performance measure
Quality measure
Timeliness measure

P12 Learning and knowledge
sharing
Individuals attitudes
Cohesive teamwork
P13 Team performance
Communication quality

Trust centrality measure
Communication centrality measure
Inherent stocks of knowledge
measure
Not specified

P14 Reasonable decision-making
Clear goals formulation
Cohesive teamwork

Not specified

P15 Individual attitude

Perception of workload
Perception of group cohesion
Satisfaction
Corresponding measures

P16 Group performance
Centralization of
communication
Project effectiveness

P17 Group efficiency
Software architecture
Configuration management
P18 Group efficiency
Cohesive teamwork
Knowledge sharing
P19 Learning and knowledge

Power Distance
Uncertainty Avoidance
Individualism
Not specified

Communication density

Immediacy of feedback
Parallelism
Media synchronicity
Rehearsability
Reprocessability
Conveyance and
convergence
Software requirements
change and employee
turnover
Synchronous
agile, and autonomous
teams
Over-dominating of a
leader
Withdrawing of members
Lack or loss of
management support
Communication
breakdowns
Personality conflicts
Conflict of personal,
team and customer goals
Poor leadership
Over-dominating
members
Withdrawing of some
members
Group polarization
The gap between
expected and perceived
measures
Group dynamics
centralization
Over-dominating of
some member
Focus on particular
doctrine
Team cohesiveness

Weak leadership
Lack of attention
Over-dominating of
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sharing
Team performance
Team success
P20 Negotiation consensus
Cohesive teamwork
Establishing group structure
Team performance
P21 Team performance
Team cohesiveness

Attitudes via linguistic dimensions
Task changes measure

P22 Collective creative efficacy
Learning and knowledge
sharing
Satisfaction
P23 Openness
Agreeableness
Team cohesiveness
Satisfaction
Software quality
P24 Reasonable decision-making
Establishing clear goals
P25 Team performance
Establishing clear goals
Compensation satisfaction
P26 Emotional expression
Group maintenance tactics
Team cohesiveness
P27 Team performance
Knowledge sharing

Corresponding measures of all
factors

P28 Team cohesiveness
Establishing a proper team
structure
Influence individual attitude
Team performance
P29 Establishing clear goals and
tasks
Reasonable decision-making
Knowledge sharing
P30 Team performance
Process effectiveness
Reasonable decision-making
Quality of results
P31 Reasonable decision-making
Team cohesiveness
P32 Reasonable decision-making
Team performance
Establishing clear goals and
tasks

Corresponding measures of all
factors

Not specified

Not specified

Corresponding measures of all
factors

Not specified
Statistical measures

some member
Focus on particular
doctrine
Agile methods,
Creating knowledge
communities
Cultural diversity
Lack of preparation
Weak leadership
Creative solutions
Knowledge integration
capability
Project complexity
Weak leadership
Appropriate team
composition

Need of face-to-face
communication
Lack of preparation
Communication quality

Indicators occurrence frequency per Analysis of entire
message
messages
Measures of meetings observations

Analysis of messages
number
Geographical distribution
Coordination issues

Not specified

Coordination
Lack of training

Not specified

Lack of preparation
Arguing too much
Weak leadership

Not specified

Weak leadership
Arguing too much
Over-dominating of
some members
Focus on particular
doctrine

Performance measures
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P33 Team performance
Knowledge sharing
P34 Knowledge sharing and
synchronization
Team performance
P35 Team performance
Team cohesiveness

Performance measure

P36 Successful project execution
Communication efficiency

Project accomplishment measure

P37 Reasonable decision-making
Establishing clear goals
Cohesive teamwork
P38 Reasonable decision-making
Intercultural communication
Team effectiveness
P39 Reasonable decision-making
Team cohesiveness

Not specified

P40 Satisfaction
Reasonable decision-making
Decision quality
Group agreement
P41 Team performance
Team cohesiveness

Corresponding measures

P42 Reasonable decision-making
Team performance
Team cohesiveness

Dependency exploration

Performance measure
Time measures
Not specified

Not specified

Corresponding measures

Not specified

Task coordination
Conflicts resolution
Time delays connected
with electronic
communication
Lack of training
Weak leadership
Real time
communication
Openness in
communication
Multi-media and
technological support
Experts selection
Subjectivism of expert
judgments
Technical support
Multi-cultural
communication
Arguing too much
Focus on particular
doctrine only
Team heterogeneity

Arguing too much
Lack of preparation
Weak leadership
Technical support
Cultural diversity
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Appendix D. Selected Primary Studies – Data analysis
ID

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P30
P31
P32
P33
P34
P35
P36
P37
P38
P39

Group dynamics technique
Properly
Advantages/
described
disadvantages
mentioned
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
Partially
No
Partially
No
Yes
No
Partially
No
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
No
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Impact
Properly
specified

Is evaluated

Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Partially
Partially
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Partially
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Partially

Challenges
Are
Mitigation
specified
strategy is
suggested
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
No
Partially
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
No
Partially
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
No
Partially
No
Partially
Partially
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Yes
No
Partially
No
Yes
Partially
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
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P40 Yes
P41 Yes
P42 Yes

Yes
Yes
Partially

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
Partially

Yes
Partially
Yes

Partially
Partially
Partially

Appendix E. Selected Primary Studies – Quality Assessment

ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P30
P31
P32
P33
P34
P35
P36

Clearly specified
methodology
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes

Methodology
appropriateness
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially

Results specification

Validity threats

Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
Partially
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes

Partially
Yes
No
Partially
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Partially
No
Partially
No
Partially
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Partially
Partially
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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P37
P38
P39
P40
P41
P42

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Partially
Yes
Yes
Partially
Yes

Partially
Partially
Partially
Yes
No
Partially

Yes
No
Partially
No
Yes
Partially

Appendix F. Kappa Coefficient
In order to measure the agreement between many rater according to Joseph L. Fleiss method
[47] we calculated Kappa coefficient on each stage of primary studies selection. Kappa
coefficient is calculated by the following formula: k 

P( A)  P( E )
.
1  P( E )

The value of Kappa coefficient close to 1 means more agreement between authors. The value
less than 0 means total disagreement between authors.
After application of detailed inclusion criteria on the first stage we examined titles and
abstracts of articles. As a result we selected 289 articles and 5586 articles were denied. Both
authors of the given work investigated each article. The results of their selection are shown in
Table 24.

Yes – Author 1
No – Author 1

Yes – Author 2
No – Author 2
287
2
3
5583
Table 24. Number of articles agreed and denied on the first stage

In this case a  287 , d  5583 , n  5873 ,

n1  287  3  290

n0  5583  2  5585

,

,

m1  287  2  289 , m0  3  5583  5586 .
P( A)  (a  d ) / n  0.999

equals to k 

and

P( E)  n1 / n * m1 / n  n0 / n * m0 / n  0.907 .

Kappa coefficient

0.999  0.907
 0.98 , which is very close to 1. So the opinions of both authors on
1  0.907

this stage are very similar.
On the next stage we applied the next inclusion criterion – introduction and
conclusion review. As a result we selected 68 articles and 221 articles were denied. The
results are shown in Table 25.

Yes – Author 1
No – Author 1

Yes – Author 2
No – Author 2
66
2
1
220
Table 24. Number of articles agreed and denied on the second stage

Here we have a  66 , d  220 , n  287 ,

n1  66  1  67

,

n0  220  2  222

,

m1  66  2  68 , m0  1  220  221 .
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P( A)  (a  d ) / n  0.996

equals to k 

and

P( E)  n1 / n * m1 / n  n0 / n * m0 / n  0.65

. Kappa coefficient

0.996  0.65
 0.98 , which is again very close to 1. So the authors had a high
1  0.65

degree of agreement.
On the next stage authors reviewed the whole text of articles. We selected 40 articles
and 28 articles were denied. The results are shown in Table 26.

Yes – Author 1
No – Author 1

Yes – Author 2
No – Author 2
37
4
1
26
Table 26. Number of articles agreed and denied on the third stage

In this case we have the following results a  37 , d  26 , n  64 ,

n1  37  1  38

,

n0  26  4  30 , m1  37  4  41 , m0  1  26  27 .
P( A)  (a  d ) / n  0.984

equals to k 

and

P( E)  n1 / n * m1 / n  n0 / n * m0 / n  0.578

. Kappa coefficient

0.984  0.578
 0.96 , which is again very close to 1. So on the final stage authors
1  0.578

had a high degree of agreement again. The obtained measures allow to make the conclusion
that the process of primary studies selection based on inclusion and exclusion criteria meets
the requirements of internal validity.

Appendix G. Survey and Interviews Questionnaire
Hello ,
We Sandeep and Samara pursuing Master of Science in Software Engineering from Blekinge
Institute of Technology. As a part of our Master Thesis We are doing a research to know the
impact of Group dynamics on teams working in software Engineering.
It is important for us to understand as accurately as possible the current needs, challenges and
accomplishments taking place in your specific team , so that your reality is reflected in
research.
To accomplish this, I designed a questionnaire covering issues such as Group dynamics
techniques and Its impact on teams and as well as on software organization .So, I ,therefore
wish to fill in the the survey which takes about 10 minutes.
We follow ethical rules to protect your information. Your company-specific data can not be
linked back to you. The results of research will be published. When published you may
request a copy a results of research.
Thank you very much for your time and support. Please start with the survey now by clicking
on the Continue button below.
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What is your role in the company?
1. Project Manager
2. Project Team Lead
3. Software Developer
4. Software Architect
5. QA Engineer
6. Other

What is the size of your company?
1. Very Small Scale
2. Small Scale
3. Medium Scale
4. Large Scale
5. Other

How many years of working experience you have in this industry?
1. <2
2. 3-5
3. >5
4. Less than a year
5. Other

How long you have been working with the present group?
1. Less than a year
2. <2 years
3. >2 years
4. >3
5. Other

What is your currently working team size?
1. <5
2. <10
3. <20
4. >20
5. Other

Please mention your company type?
1. Co-located
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2. Distributed

You are working in ?
1. Co-located team
2. Distributed team

please mention the Group Dynamics Techniques if you know already? (Feedback,
Reflections,etc) (NA if you are not aware of this question)

How motivated you are to work everyday? (for ex: i am super motivated, stressful, not
interested, fear to present weekly work done, etc)
1. Super excited
2. Fear to receive feedback about my works progress
3. Pay scale makes me motivated and challenging
4. Not interested to work.
5. Other

What are the Group Dynamics Techniques that are implemented at the moment? NA if not
applicable

What are the group dynamics Techniques that are used by your team? Tick the techniques
that are implemented in your team. (It is really important for us to know, to present in our
thesis, so please tick the techniques that are used.) (NA in other block if you are not aware of
this question)
1. Presence
2. Brainstorming
3. Idea Generation
4. Feedback.
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5. Reflections.
6. Walk the Talk.
7. Open Space technique
8. World Cafe
9. Process Check-up
10. Ice Breakers
11. Self-disclosure
12. Conflict Management
13. Other

How much do you know about your teammates whom you are working with? personal life
(family status,kids, hobbies,etc) and professionally (Strengths, weakness, competences, their
goals, etc.)
1. Yes I know my team members.
2. Yes I know, but not much personally.
3. I know somewhat about them.
4. No, I dont know about them in detail
5. I dont need to know them.
6. Other

Related to the above question do you implement any techniques to know about teammembers individually? Please mention the technique name and the impact of that technique
on individuals in the team. (NA if not applicable)

Do you feel comfortable in expressing your ideas and suggestions in your team?
1. Yes I feel comfortable.
2. Yes, but I cannot express or share my view.
3. Not at all times I feel comfortable.
4. No I don’t feel comfortable to share my ideas with my team.
5. Other

Do you think that you are communicating with your team members on 100%?
1. Yes
2. Sometimes
3. Rarely only when needed
4. No
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5. Other

Rank the following group dynamics techniques according to their importance in your team.
 Brainstorming __________
 Whole group discussion __________
 Small group discussion __________
 Informal meeting __________
 Electronic communication __________

Select top five Group dynamics techniques that are extremely important for the success of
the project in terms of quality of the project, , cost of the project, time, etc. (NA in other
block if you are not aware of this question)
1. “One team” mindset (Supports the common mindset among all team members)
2. Equalizing participation (Provides all team members with the equal right to express
their ideas)
3. Conflict resolution (Allows to resolve disagreements among team members)
4. Summarizing (Repeating of the main ideas of the discussion)
5. Passing the clipboard(Making notes on a paper about the problem by all team
members)
6. Usage of group decision support software(Special software system that provides the
procedure of selection of the optimal alternative among the discussed)
7. Electronic communication(Meetings via teleconferences, chats, emails, etc.)
8. Informal meeting (Communication among team members in a non-official and
friendly atmosphere)
9. Brainstorming (An intensive discussion of the problem when all members are allowed
to express their ideas)
10. Whole group discussion (A discussion where all team members are involved)
11. Small group discussion (A discussion in which the whole group is divided into
smaller entities)
12. Feedback (Giving constructive and positive feedback to build career and ready to
transform)
13. Other

Indicate your agreement for the following set of dependencies between each group dynamics
technique and its possible impact.

“One team” mindset
Equalizing participation

Team
Team Employees Software
performan cohesivene
’
quality
ce
ss
satisfactio
n with
their job
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Others

❏
❏
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Conflict resolution
Summarizing
Passing the clipboard
Usage of group decision support software
Electronic communication
Informal meeting
Brainstorming
Whole group discussion
Small group discussion

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Rank group dynamics techniques according to their impact on the team performance
 Brainstorming __________
 Whole group discussion __________
 Small group discussion __________
 Informal meeting __________
 Electronic communication __________

Rank group dynamics techniques according to their impact on the team cohesiveness.
 Brainstorming __________
 Whole group discussion __________
 Small group discussion __________
 Informal meeting __________
 Electronic communication __________

Which group dynamics techniques influence the quality of the software product? (NA in
others block if not applicable)
1. “One team” mindset
2. Equalizing participation
3. Conflict resolution
4. Summarizing
5. Passing the clipboard
6. Usage of group decision support software
7. Electronic communication
8. Informal meeting
9. Brainstorming
10. Whole group discussion
11. Small group discussion
12. Other
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